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1st phase
November 21 2023

1st submission deadline

2nd phase
February 27 2024

2nd submission deadline

3rd phase
May 21 2024
3rd submission deadline

Business  Model Canvas
Required content:
• Overview
• Canvas
• Outlook
• Description of segments

Remember to integrate sustainability 
aspects into the description of your nine 
Canvas-segments.

Business plan
Required chapters:
• Executive Summary
• Product/Service
• Founders 

Remember to integrate sustainability 
aspects into your business plan chap-
ters.

Business plan
Required chapters:
• Executive Summary
• Product/Service
• Founders
• Market analysis
• Marketing

Remember to integrate sustainability 
aspects into your business plan chap-
ters.

Business plan
Required chapters:
• Executive Summary
• Product/Service
• Founders
• Market analysis
• Marketing
• Business and organisation
• Financial plan and financing
Remember to integrate sustainability 
aspects into your business plan chap-
ters. 

Business  Model Canvas
Required content:
• Overview
• Canvas
• Outlook
• Description of segments

Remember to integrate sustainability 
aspects into the description of your Can-
vas-segments. 

Business  Model Canvas
Required content:
• Overview
• Canvas
• Outlook
• Description of segments

Remember to integrate sustainability 
aspects into the description of your Can-
vas-segments.

Award
Ten final teams in the categories BPW Plan 
and BPW Canvas and BPW Sustainability 
pitch in front of a jury of experts who se-
lect the winning team of the third phase as 
well as the winning team of the BPW Sus-
tainability Award. The top 10 teams from 
the jury session will also pitch in front 
of an audience at the award ceremony. 
After a live vote, one team will receive the 
Audience Award. In the third phase, we will 
award the BPW Sustainability Award. The 
application is automatic for all submissions 
in the third phase. The winning team will 
be determined in the 3rd jury session. 

• Prize money winning team: 20,000 EUR
• Prize money Audience Award: 3,000 EUR
• Prize money BPW Sustainability  
 Award: 5,000 EUR

Award

Ten final teams pitch in front of a jury of 
experts who select the winning team. The 
top 10 teams from the jury session will 
also pitch in front of the audience at the 
award ceremony. After a live vote, one 
team will receive the Audience Award.

• Prize money winning team: 10,000 EUR
• Prize money Audience Award: 1,000 EUR

Award
Ten final teams pitch in front of a jury of 
experts who select the winning team. The 
top 10 teams from the jury session will 
also pitch in front of the audience at the 
award ceremony. After a live vote, one 
team will receive the Audience Award.

• Prize money winning team: 15,000 EUR
• Prize money Audience Award: 2,000 EUR

• You can submit a business concept during any phase of the competition
• It is possible to switch between the categories
• Submissions to both categories can be made simultaneously
• Concepts from any sectors are welcomed!
• Simply register and make use of our offers free of charge

From idea to concept - it‘s
easy with us!

BPW COMPETITION 
SUBMIT CONCEPT - GET FEEDBACK - WIN PRIZE MONEY

You can submit your business concept (Business Plan/Business Model Canvas) to the competition. In three phases, two jurors will 
evaluate your concept and give you feedback and points. The best concept in each phase will receive prize money. The top 10 pitch in
each phase for the audience award. In the third phase, one concept will also receive the BPW Sustainability Award.
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FROM IDEA TO CONCEPT

BPW is Germany's largest regional start-up initiative. We provide knowledge, contacts, 
consulting and award the best business concept in three phases.

For founders in Berlin and Brandenburg - open to all sectors and free of charge.
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Franziska Giffey

The Senator for Economics, 
Energy and Public Enterprises, 

Berlin

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jörg Steinbach

The Minister for Economics, 
Labour and Energy 

for the State of Brandenburg

GREETING

 
Entrepreneurs in Berlin and Brandenburg have had to overcome major challenges 
in the last two years and also face many imponderables in the near future. Despite 
these external influences, we continue to experience an incredible and unique 
dynamism in start-ups in Berlin. Almost 40,000 start-ups were created in Berlin 
last year - even slightly more than in the pre-Corona year 2019. Today, the difficult 
environment demands even more from founders than in the past to think inten-
sively about the strengths and challenges of the business idea and to consider 
new risks - ideally also in exchange with others. The Berlin-Brandenburg Business 
Plan Competition offers a wide range of formats for this purpose: knowledge 
can be acquired or deepened in workshops and seminars, and inspiration can be 
generated and solutions found at networking events and in direct exchange with 
professional coaches. Even after the start-up, the investment banks in Berlin and 
Brandenburg offer a wide range of support to accompany not only the ideas of 
today, but also the successful companies of tomorrow. I wish you every success 
in this task.

 
 
A dynamic start-up scene is the basis for ensuring that SMEs in Berlin and Branden-
burg can continue to grow. The Corona pandemic and the effects of the war in 
the Ukraine must not be allowed to become an obstacle to start-ups.

That is why I appeal to all those in Berlin and Brandenburg who are willing to 
start up a business: Start up - now more than ever! Develop your business ideas, 
pursue them consistently with the goal of launching a successful company. The 
BPW offers all participants advice tailored to their needs and valuable feedback 
on the submitted business plans. Take advantage of the BPW's wide range of 
services and its competent consulting network. Because founders with a concrete 
business and product idea and clearly defined target groups have an easier time on 
the path to independence. BPW is also the right place for those who are planning 
to take over or hand over a company.

We want to strengthen the start-up climate in Berlin and Brandenburg and en-
courage people to become self-employed. I wish all participants in the BPW all 
the best! Take part - it's worth it!
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INTRODUCTION

 
Dear participants of the BPW 2024, 

We are looking forward to welcoming you at the BPW. With our offer we would like to support you in your 
start-up project. Therefore, we have developed this manual. From now on, our manual can become your 
guide to create your business concept with expert knowledge. 

We have described the chapters of the business plan as well as the segments of the Business Model Canvas 
model in detail. We will guide you through the individual chapters of your business plan or business model 
canvas with targeted questions and explanations. The success of your start-up lies in the interaction of 
idea and team, market analysis, sales, organisation and financial planning. Only when all areas are thought 
through and considered together will a sustainable business concept emerge. 

BPW offers you the knowledge you need for this with numerous seminars, workshops and themed forums. 
Our networking events give you the opportunity to establish important contacts with accelerators and 
start-up centers, banks and companies, politicians and multipliers, so that your start-up can quickly gain 
momentum after the launch. 

Knowledge and networking are the boosters for your start-up, our prize money is an accelerator. We award 
a five-figure start-up grant as part of the competition. You can participate in any of the three phases. You 
can enter at any time during the current competition year. Whether knowledge offers, feedback, events or 
competition participation - the extensive support offers of the BPW remain free of charge and open to all 
sectors in this BPW year thanks to numerous sponsors from politics and business. 

The BPW is organized by the Investitionsbank Berlin (IBB) and the Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg 
(ILB), and patronized by the Senator for Economic Affairs and Public Enterprises in Berlin and the Minister 
for Economic Affairs, Labour and Energy of the State of Brandenburg. The BPW can draw on the largest 
network of companies and institutions in Germany. 

A comprehensive overview of all experts and supporters of the BPW can be found in the back of this manual. 

We look forward to a new BPW year with you and your creative and innovative start-up ideas. We are 
convinced that once again numerous successful companies will get their start in the BPW. And we will be 
happy to accompany you on this journey.

BPW Project Management



THE OFFERS OF BPW

Berlin-Brandenburg Business Plan Competition - that sounds primarily like business plan and competition. 
However, BPW offers you much more and has a broad support repertoire ready for the creation of your 
concept. On the following pages, you will find all our offers at a glance. You can use these free of charge 
at any time. Simply register on our website: www.b-p-w.de.

BPW Academy
BPW conveys the relevant start-up topics in online seminars, workshops and forums. There by the chapters 
of the business plan are examined individually and the Business Model Canvas is discussed in detail. In the 
BPW year 2024, our seminars, workshops and forums will mainly take place online. But also, presence and/ 
or hybrid events can be added. We publish all dates un our calendar at www.b-p-w.de.

Forums
In cooperation with various partners, the BPW organises a range of forums that focus on the areas of law, 
taxation and financing.

At the finance forum you can meet investors involved in BPW and inform yourself about financing and funding 
opportunities in the area of business start-ups. You can expect a mix of lectures, expert talks and pitches.

The legal forum offers you vivid lectures on current legal issues and answers questions on the establishment 
of your start-up. It takes place once a year in cooperation with our partner. Experienced speakers shed light 
on the relevant start-up topics and give tips for the legally compliant implementation of your business idea.

The tax forum is organised in cooperation with the Berlin-Brandenburg Chambers of Tax Consultants 
and the Tax Consultants Association Berlin-Brandenburg. Experts will give lectures on selected tax topics 
that future entrepreneurs might encounter. The experts will, of course, also be available to answer your 
individual questions.

BPW Competition
Another core service of the BPW is the competition. In three phases all participants can submit their 
business concepts as a business plan or a business model canvas. It is also possible to participate with 
both methods. Every phase of the competition ends with the submission deadline. Each submitted concept 
will be evaluated by two independent judges. The best concepts will be honoured. In total, we award more 
than 50,000 euros prize money.

BPW Plan
You have the opportunity to submit a partial business plan (phases 1 and 2) or a complete business plan 
(phase 3) for assessment. Each business plan submitted is then confidentially examined by two independent 
judges based on set assessment criteria.

BPW Canvas
You have the opportunity to submit your complete canvas model for assessment in each of the three stages. 
Each canvas model submitted will receive two jurors’ assessments and will be evaluated confidentially 
based on set assessment criteria.

The offers of BPW
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Assessment criteria
Evaluations follow set assessment criteria in line with the requirements for BPW Plan and BPW Canvas. 
For BPW Plan, this means that, in the first and second stages, only the sections of the business plan which 
are relevant to these stages will be assessed. The criteria can be found in this manual on pages 50-52 
(BPW Plan) and 64-66 (BPW Canvas). On these pages you will also find an overview of which chapters 
are required in each phase. In the category BPW Canvas, a complete business model canvas will be sub-
mitted and evaluated in each phase.

The scale of evaluation includes possible scores from "1+" to "6", corresponding points are assigned. Since 
the judges often have different perspectives on a concept the evaluations can also be very different in 
some cases.

Feedback on the business plans
The aim of the jurors’ assessment is to give you an idea of how others perceive your plan. You have the 
opportunity to reflect on your contributions based on the jurors’ statements and to improve your business 
plan. Ultimately, however, how you treat the assessments is up to you.

A day after the award ceremony, your assessments will be published online in your ‘My BPW’ area. The jurors’ 
assessments and your ranking in the respective phase do not affect your further participation in the competition. 
The assessments are made on a voluntary basis and are therefore sometimes anonymous. Usually, the jurors 
are available for a feedback discussion.

Confidentiality
Everyone who comes into contact with your business concept, particularly the jurors and the BPW team, have 
signed a confidentiality agreement on the secrecy of the information which are made available to them in 
the context of the competition. This declaration is resubmitted by all participants for each competition year.
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Networking
Make new contacts and build your own network. Together with our premium partners and partners, we offer 
numerous opportunities to get to know investors, customers, experts and other founders. BPW has developed 
various formats to make it easier for you to build up your network – from this year on also digitally.

Cantact nights
In each of the three competition phases, a contact night will be held together with our premium partners. 
At these events you can network with various industry experts. Please refer to our calendar for the dates 
and schedules of the events.

Award ceremonies
We conclude each phase of the BPW with an award ceremony. Within the framework of a hybrid format 
or a presence event, we select an award winner. In addition, three finalists pitch for the Audience Award in 
each phase. In the third phase, we will also award a team with the Special Sustainability Award and honour 
the most start-up-active university in Berlin and Brandenburg with the "Ideenschmiede".

University start-up centres
The start-up centres at the universities offer students a wide range of support. Contact your university to 
find out which options are available to you. On pages 75 to 79 you will find an overview of the start-up 
centres in Berlin and Brandenburg.
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Online submission deadlines:
1st competition phase BPW Plan & BPW Canvas: November 21, 2023
2nd competition phase BPW Plan & BPW Canvas: February 27, 2024
3rd competition phase BPW Plan, BPW Canvas and BPW Sustainability Award: May 21, 2024

Participation in the BPW, including all services and offers, is free of charge. Participation does not entail 
any obligations for you; a claim for prize money does not exist. Do you have an idea you are planning to 
implement in Berlin or Brandenburg? Then the BPW is right for you. We welcome all ideas, irrespective of 
the industry your business idea is at home in.

Register free of charge on the BPW website. You can then sign up for seminars, workshops, webinars, 
forums and networking events and manage your calendar online. Once you have successfully registered, 
you can also send us your consultation requests free of charge. You can take advantage of our offers and 
services irrespective of whether you are participating in the competition.

Competition
You have the opportunity to submit your business plan in three competition stages and take part in the
competition. Please respect the online submission dates. These are the latest point where you can submit
your business plan. Our barriers to participation are low. However, you must fulfil the following conditions
to take part in the competition:

   You plan to start your business in Berlin or Brandenburg or have already done so. If your business 
already exists, it was started no more than 12 months prior to the beginning of the BPW (date of foun-
dation from October 2022). 

   Do you already have a business which you are expanding into a new sector? Or has your business been 
taken over as part of a succession? In these cases you are also permitted to take part.

   The business plan was created by the team members themselves (not by business consultants etc.).

The BPW team is available to assist you over the phone from 9 a.m. until midnight on the online submis-
sion dates. After successful registration, you can upload your business concept in your “My BPW” area by
midnight and take part in the competition. You will receive an email as soon as submissions are open in
each stage of the competition. You can then view the menu item ‘Upload business plan’ in your ‘My BPW’
area.

CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION



Within the competition, you can choose between the categories BPW Plan and BPW Canvas or
participate in both categories. 

THE THREE PHASES OF THE BPW

Two paths – one goal

Remember to integrate sustainability 
aspects into your business plan chapters.

Remember to integrate sustainability aspects 
into the description of your nine Canvas-
segments.

BPW PLAN BPW CANVAS
Product/service
Founders

Market analysis

Marketing

Business/organisation

Financial plan/financing

Summary

1ST SUBMISSION DEADLINE 
NOVEMBER 21, 2023

SUBMIT ONLINE UNTIL MIDNIGHT

1ST PHASE

2ND PHASE

Award
Ten final teams pitch in front of a jury of experts who select the winning team. The top 10 teams 
from the jury session will also pitch in front of the audience at the award ceremony evening. After 
a live vote, one team will receive the Audience Award.

Award
Ten final teams pitch in front of a jury of experts who select the winning team. The top 10 teams 
from the jury session will also pitch in front of the audience at the award ceremony. After a live 
vote, one team will receive the Audience Award.

Prize money winning team: 10,000 EUR
Prize money Audience Award: 1,000 EUR

Prize money winning team: 15,000 EUR
Prize money Audience Award: 2,000 EUR

O
verview

Canvas

O
utlook

Description
of segments

O
verview

Canvas

O
utlook

Description
of segmentsRemember to integrate sustainability 

aspects into your business plan chapters. 
Remember to integrate sustainability aspects 
into the description of your nine Canvas-
segments.

BPW PLAN BPW CANVAS
Product/service
Founders

Market analysis
Marketing
Business/organisation
Financial plan/financing

Summary

2ND SUBMISSION DEADLINE
 FEBRUARY 27, 2024

SUBMIT ONLINE UNTIL MIDNIGHT



TeIlNAhmeBeDINguNgeN 

BPW Sustainability Award

3RD PHASE

Remember to integrate sustainability 
aspects into your business plan chapters.

Remember to integrate sustainability aspects 
into the description of your nine Canvas-
segments.

BPW PLAN BPW CANVAS
Product/service
Founders

Market analysis

Marketing

Business/organisation

Financial plan/financing

Summary

3RD SUBMISSION DEADLINE
MAY 21, 2024

SUBMIT ONLINE UNTIL MIDNIGHT

O
verview

Canvas

O
utlook

Description
of segments

Award
Ten final teams in the categories BPW Plan and BPW Canvas and BPW Sustainability pitch in front 
of a jury of experts who select the winning team of the third phase as well as the winning team 
of the BPW Sustainability Award. The top 10 teams from the jury session will also pitch in front of 
an audience at the award ceremony. After a live vote, one team will receive the Audience Award.

Prize money winning team: 20,000 EUR
Prize money Audience Award: 3,000 EUR

Application:
 is done automatically for all submissions in phase 3

 ten final teams present their concept in the 3rd jury pitch session

 the winning team will be determined in the 3rd jury pitch session

The winning team will be awarded with 5,000 Euro prize money.
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THE BUSINESS PLAN
 
 
 
How it works
Creating a business plan is not only important when starting a business, but also when expanding, restructuring 
or taking over an existing one.The classic business plan is one of the most popular planning tools when starting 
a business. It was initially used in the USA as a tool for use in acquisitions by private investors or venture 
capitalists. It spotlights the overall business plan for a business project. Over a timescale of three to five years, 
it illustrates the strategy for implementing business objectives with all of the major prerequisites, plans and 
measures to be taken. In recent years, the business model canvas has also established itself as another tool 
for developing business models. The canvas plan can be used to depict business models on a single page in 
a structured and clear way. It therefore makes it easier to create and explain your business model. Problems 
and pitfalls can be recognised at an early stage and avoided.

Both startup tools describe the overall business plan for a business project. Chances of success should be 
examined and risks should be minimised, as the description of the business model not only emphasises a 
business’s strengths but also highlights existing weaknesses and the associated challenges and ways to deal 
with them. With your business plan, you are documenting the fact that you are ready to systematically and 
analytically address all of the key aspects of starting a business and to present them in a clear, comprehensible 
and convincing way. With your plan, you are also pursuing a particular purpose and addressing a specific 
audience. Investors are usually looking to be convinced of the financial sustainability of your (new) business. 
The classic business plan and canvas model are also indispensable for banks’ credit checks and acquisitions 
by private investors or venture capitalists. Both serve as a key foundation for decision-making for founders, 
potential business partners and financial institutions, to convince them of the business project.

Finally, your business plan is not only your vision put down on paper but the visual figurehead of your business. 
It should have its own internal logic and a clear through line. As well as being clearly structured and presenting 
the key information in detail, it should offer a convincing degree of objectivity. The BPW can help you turn a 
good idea into a solid plan and make it easier for you to turn this plan into a reality.

Target audiences
Outside of the business, a business plan serves to persuade future business partners, shareholders or 
investors of the merits of a business idea. Its purpose is also to systematically and analytically work 
through and clearly present all key aspects of starting a business. Investors do not only examine the 
business idea and the founders’ skills. They are also very interested in market potential, as they seek to 
understand how the business will increase in value.

Internally, the business plan is a crucial tool for establishing a direction and focusing on long-term business 
objectives. Even if your main aim is to persuade an external audience of the merits of your business idea 
through your business plan, you should remember that you’re also writing it for yourself. Putting your ideas 
and expectations in writing forces you to view your business idea in a critical and objective way, to think 
it through systematically, to fill knowledge gaps, to call for decisions and, consequently, to encourage a 
structured and focused approach. The business plan can also be used as a planning and monitoring tool 
and a basis for discussion of investments, research and development projects or restructuring
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OVERVIEW OF THE BUSINESS PLAN CHAPTERS

	� Focus of each phase  � Chapters to be edited from the preliminary phase

Summary 	� Product/service 
	� Founders 
	� Sustainability 

	� Product/service 
	� Founders 
	� Sustainability
	� Market analysis
	� Marketing

	� Product/service 
	� Founders 
	� Sustainability
	� Market analysis
	� Marketing
	� Company/Organisation 
	� Financial planning/ 
financing

2 - 31 - 21

3 - 73 - 73 - 7

	� Product description
	� Customer benefits
	� Target group(s)
	� State of development

	� Product description
	� Customer benefits
	� Target group(s)
	� State of development

	� Product description
	� Customer benefits
	� Target group(s)
	� State of development

2 - 52 - 52 - 5

	� Founders and 
	� competences
	� Closing gaps
	� Key people
	� Income of the founding 
members

	� Founders and  
competences
	� Closing gaps
	� Key people
	� Income of the founding 
members

	� Founders and  
competences
	� Closing gaps
	� Key people
	� Income of the founding 
members

2 - 32 - 3

	� Description of the market
	� Market segmentation and 
market potential
	� Competitive environment

	� Description of the market
	� Market segmentation and 
market potential
	� Competitive environment

2 - 52 - 5

	� Product policy
	� Pricing policy
	� Communication policy
	� Distribution policy

	� Product policy
	� Pricing policy
	� Communication policy
	� Distribution policy

3 - 6

	� Business system/ 
core business
	� Organisation 
	� Milestone planning
	� Legal form, manage-
ment, ownership
	� Location

3 - 6

	� Financial planning
	� Financing the capital 
requirement

Idea and founders Market analysis 
and marketing

Company and  
financial planning

1ST PHASE 2ND PHASE 3RD PHASE

Product/service

Founders

Market analysis

Marketing

Business and 
organisation

Financial  
planning/financing

Total number of pages 6-13 10-22 17-35
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Besides financial sustainability, questions of environmental and societal sustainability are playing an increasingly 
important role in startups’ success. Challenges such as climate change and energy transition, or educational 
inequality and global poverty, demand entrepreneurial responses and open up opportunities for startups and 
green markets of the future. Established businesses and founders alike are therefore grappling with these 
challenges and opportunities more and more. They are developing solutions and implementing them in their 
strategies and objectives. Businesses that consider environmental and societal factors as well as financial 
aspects are better prepared in the long term for future challenges such as demographic change, scarcity 
of resources, fluctuating raw material prices and changing legal frameworks. Like financing and marketing, 
sustainability is an entrepreneurial task applicable across the board. It serves to ensure long term success.

The concept of sustainability is already over 300 years old and comes from forestry. In forestry, it means 
not cutting down more trees than are growing back. In light of the global wealth gap and unresolved future 
challenges, the concept has been expanded in the past 40 years to encompass questions of environmental 
and societal sustainability. On an entrepreneurial level, sustainability means providing successful financial 
management and environmental and societal benefits at the same time. This principle is known as the ‘triple 
bottom line’ and means achieving positive results in three respects: in a financial sense but also with a view 
to protecting the environment and added societal value. We therefore now consider sustainability to be a 
general business concept encompassing the financial, social and environmental dimensions of a business.

In 2015, 17 sustainable development goals were adopted by the United Nations. They are intended to ensure 
sustainable development at economic, social and ecological level. Learn more: www.17ziele.de #17Goals

Integration into your business model
In order to effectively integrate aspects of sustainability into your business plan, you should familiarise 
yourself with opportunities for sustainable action and management and describe how you integrate financial, 
environmental and social aspects of sustainability into your business model in a way which fosters the 
success of your startup. In doing so, you should touch upon potential areas for sustainable activity and 
management in your business system (research and development, procurement, production etc.).

�	Product quality
�	Product information
�	Consumer protection
�	excluded
 client segments
�	suppliers an Purchasing
�	Dealing fairly with
 business partners

�	Climate protection
�	resource consumption
�	renewable energies
�	environmental impact
 at the location
�	employees’ environ-

mental awareness
�	environmental  

management

�	Compatibility between 
family and career

�	Training and  
qualifications

�	equal opportunities
 and diversity
�	occupational safety
�	employee shares

�	Corporate giving and
 sponsoring
�	Awarding contracts to
 social organisations
�	Donations
�	employee volunteering

Market

Economy Ecology Social Social

Environment Workplace Community

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
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Action plan for sustainable business development
Develop an action plan based on the areas of activity affecting your business. This should show how you 
can benefit from the opportunities arising from sustainable management. As well as environmental, social 
and/or community activities, this should also include measures for dealing with risks and maintaining the 
capacity to innovate over the long term. Furthermore, you should present the impact of sustainability on 
your marketing strategy, particularly with regard to product and communications policy. The measures 
you choose should always be directly linked to your business model. Describe to what extent you integrate 
issues of sustainability into your business model and what specific added value (cost savings, increase in 
turnover, future-proofing) there is for the business plan as a result.

Integrating aspects of sustainability into your business model is particularly relevant to investors, so 
they can see that you are taking the opportunities and risks of business development into account in 
a holistic and systematic manner. make explicit mention of sustainability, define your understanding 
of sustainable business development and integrate aspects of sustainability into your business plan. 
The sustainability-related key questions and assessment criteria in the BPW Plan and BPW Canvas 
should help.

As part of the competition, we award the special sustainability prize of 5,000 euros at the 3rd award 
ceremony. Participants who have submitted a business plan or a canvas model on the 3rd online sub-
mission deadline automatically qualify for the special prize.

In the BPW year, we offer various formats that inform you about the essential aspects of sustainability 
and how to include in your business concept. The spectrum ranges from introductory seminars to work-
shops. We publish the dates in our online calendar.

Sustainable business development objectives:

Publicity-related
objectives

Client and profit-related
objectives

Personnel-related
objectives

�	Employee identification with the
 business, motivation and loyalty grow

�	Business becomes an attractive
 employer and appeals to junior
 management staff and employees
 who focus on values

�	Less fluctuation

�	Vibrant and innovative business
 culture

�	 Increased product and process quality

�	Satisfying a new ethical and moral  
consumer conscience

�	Creating long-term client loyalty 
through trust and sustainable,  
responsible business management

�	Differentiation and unique positioning  
as a result

�	Advantages on the capital market due to 
ethical performance

�	 Increased pressure from the public  
and civil society, risk management 
counteracting reputational damage

�	 Ethics and morals are becoming  
increasingly important competitive 
factors.

�	 Avoiding and/or overcoming PRcrises 

�	 The intangible value of the business 
rises – awareness grows, appearance 
and reputation are strengthened

�	 mage-building
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An alternative to a start-up is the takeover of an existing company. In a succession, the company is transferred to 
a new owner as a brand with the employees, inventory and a customer base. The takeover usually takes place 
through the purchase of a company, unless the company is inherited or transferred through a gift. 

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are particularly frequently handed over as part of a business 
succession. More and more SMEs are still without a successor. A study by KfW Mittelstandsbank found that by 
the end of 2026, around 560,000 of the total of around 3.8 million SMEs will be looking for a successor. ¹

In contrast to a start-up, a successor has a framework and a proven business model. Successors can draw on 
existing structures and processes. As a rule, suppliers and partnerships exist. In addition, there is an employee 
and customer base, and as a founder, you immediately generate sales. A company succession can also be more 
attractive for financiers than a start-up. 

The existing structures mean that successors have to act directly as entrepreneurs and manage the processes from 
the outset. This also means that leadership skills are required to promote and motivate the existing employees. As 
an entrepreneur, market activities and changes must be taken into account and coordinated in order to continue 
the business successfully. The company has to survive in competition, new customers as well as employees 
have to be won. As a successor, you should weigh up the advantages and disadvantages for yourself and make 
a realistic assessment.

SUCCESSION

�	With a startup, you can decide everything on your own 
- with a takeover, two parties always have to agree 
(unless you inherit the company) 

�	You have immediate responsibility and have to lead 
your team, which has known each other for a long 
time.

What you should consider: 
Key differences between startup and succession 

Why you should seriously consider it: 
Strong arguments for succession

�	sales, customers, suppliers and employees right 
from the start 

�	Better financial viability due to available financial 
statements

�	Better credit rating: important for further invest-
ment

The purchase of a company
There are always two parties in a succession: The transferor and the transferee. Both parties will go through 
the succession process equally. Below we provide an overview of the succession process from the perspective 
of the founder:

Preparation:
Business succession is a long-term process and preparation should begin early.  

As a successor, you need to assess which company suits you best. In which industry do you want to take 
over, in which region and how big should the company be. With this search profile, a targeted search for 
suitable companies can be carried out. 

Are there any special requirements or training courses that must be completed before taking over a company?

¹ KfW Monitor
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It is helpful if there is already management experience as well as equity capital that can be brought into 
the purchase. In addition, it is advisable to create a profile with which one can introduce oneself to potential 
sellers.. 

The acquisition:
Once a company has been found, the first contact can be made. The successor and the previous owner get 
to know each other. A careful examination and analysis of the company takes place, especially with regard 
to its economic, legal, tax and financial circumstances. This process is called due diligence.  

After the examination, the company valuation takes place. As a successor:in, one would like to pay the 
lowest possible purchase price. The transferor, however, wants to achieve a high value. There are different 
methods for valuing a company. Experienced consultants can be helpful in this process, so that you can 
enter the negotiations well informed. Once the purchase price has been agreed, the legal and operational 
transfer of the company takes place.

Continuation:
After the purchase process has been completed, the continuation process begins. As a founder, you should rely 
on the expertise of the transferor and seek advice even after the purchase. At this point, check which concepts 
were successful and can be continued and which new approaches will ensure success. 

As part of the BPW, we offer you two weeks on the topic of succession::

Week 1: Week 45 (2023) 
Week 2: Week 8 (2024)

We will discuss various aspects of business succession and give you valuable advice. Experienced speakers 
will be happy to support you. 

Note: On the platform nexxt-change you will find companies in different industries that are looking for a 
successor. Nexxt-change is the largest succession exchange in Germany: www.nexxt-change.org

Our premium partners can support you in your project and recommend experts. We will gladly put you in touch 
with our succession experts.

We would like to thank Prof. Dr. Holger Wassermann, INTAGUS GmbH, for his support in the preparation of this 
chapter.
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Classic business plans have a few key elements which are indispensable. On the following pages, we will 
first of all present some information on how to create your classic business plan and a sample structure 
with seven key elements, which should serve as a guide when creating your classic business plan.

Key questions (at the end of the section)
To make it easier for you to work on the individual sections, key questions have been assigned to 
each of the key elements described. These key questions should serve as a guide and as food for 
thought. They are intended as examples and do not claim to be exhaustive. What does this mean? 
You don’t have to answer every key question, or give answers with the same amount of depth to 
each key question. It’s up to you to decide which questions are important to present the business 
project clearly and which questions that are not listed should also be answered.

Assessment criteria (from p. 50)
When developing your business plan, you should ensure that you touch upon all the points men-
tioned. Please note that the requirements regarding the content of the classic business plans are 
higher in each of the three stages of the competition and that the number of relevant criteria in 
the second and third stages increases correspondingly.

Overall impression – the hallmarks of a good classic business plan
Your classic business plan should enable a full assessment of the opportunities and risks associated with 
the business activity and should remain clear and coherent. Some instructions and basic ground rules 
can be helpful in creating a successful business plan. The classic business plan gradually takes shape in 
tandem with the business idea. Initially, only a few issues are discussed, before new ones take their place 
alongside them. New knowledge requires individual aspects to be revised and updated constantly. The 
assumptions, projections and results must be made consistent in order to avoid content errors. A planned 
approach makes work easier.

Despite the ‘agility’ of the classic business plan, it’s important for the individual sections of your business 
plan to have their own internal logic as well as being a coherent part of the whole. You should always be 
aware of the causality that exists between the individual statements in the classic business plan.

BPW PLAN – THE CLASSIC BUSINESS PLAN
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Where necessary, note cross-references in the drafts of your business plan, so that you can incorporate 
adjustments to assumptions and statements when they appear elsewhere, too. Structuring and presenting 
the key information in a clear way can help guide you. This includes numbering the topics and noting all 
cross-references. Setting priorities and concentrating on what is important is a more useful approach than 
including excessive detail. All topics should be dealt with briefly but fully. Before the final submission, every 
plan should – where possible – be presented to a test readership to help identify confusing passages or 
work out where additional clarity is required. 

When it comes to presenting our own good ideas, some of us get carried away. Despite all desirable 
enthusiasm, the tone should remain objective and readers should be offered the opportunity to carefully 
weigh up the arguments presented against each other. An overly effusive presentation in the style of 
advertising copy is rather off-putting; it creates scepticism and prejudice. An excessively critical presentation 
of your own project, referring to a variety of miscalculations and past mistakes, is just as damaging. It 
allows doubts about your capabilities and motivation to emerge. Information in the business plan should 
be factually accurate and provided to the best of your knowledge and in good faith. Weaknesses should 
not be discussed without steps for improvement being planned or already having been implemented.

A classic business plan is usually the work of more than one person. Their work must be ‘consolidated’ at 
the end to stop them ending up with a patchwork document that is inconsistent in terms of presentation 
style and depth. It is therefore beneficial for one person to work on the final version.

Finally, the business plan should also be visually consistent. This involves using fonts appropriate to the 
structure and content, smoothly integrating relevant graphics and, where necessary, using a header with a 
business logo. Imagine that the classic business plan acts as a sort of ‘business card’ for your project. First 
impressions can make all the difference. Example: If you would like to implement a business idea which 
is based on bountiful ideas, creativity and design, the business plan should reflect that approach visually. 

Caution: You should familiarise yourself with the above hallmarks of a good classic business plan before 
you even start work on your own. In the competition, the jurors’ overall impression will only be assessed 
once they have read the classic business plan.

Key questions on overall impression (stage 1 onwards)

	� Is the classic business plan formulated in a way that is simple, clear (to a technical layperson) 
and concise?

	� Is the content of the business plan coherent? Is there a clear through line?

	� Is the business plan divided into clear sections and designed clearly (cover sheet, contents page,  
sections, page numbering, consistent font)?

	� Is the scope of the business plan appropriate for your business?

	� Does the business plan take into account the areas of activity and objectives of sustainable 
business development?
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1ST PHASE
BPW Plan

Executive Summary
The summary is a key part of your classic business plan, as it creates a kind of ‘first impression’ alongside 
the plan’s visual appearance. The summary should spark the interest of the reader, who is usually your 
potential investor. It contains a brief outline of all key aspects of the classic business plan and therefore 
almost constitutes the essence of the sections that follow. In particular, you should provide information on 
the product/service itself, the USP and the client benefit, target audiences, market potential and situation 
with regards to competition, the founders’ skills and their areas of responsibility, capital requirements and 
expected profitability.

An investor always looks at the summary first; they mostly just skim it. Although the quality of the summary 
will hardly induce a decision-maker to finance your project by itself, it may well persuade them not to! 
Presenting your startup in a clear and coherent way provides proof of your skills. You should therefore tread 
particularly carefully when creating the summary, as the quality of your summary will decide whether the 
entire business plan ends up being read.

The summary is a separate part of your classic business plan. It should not contain any information that you 
do not touch upon in greater depth later on. Always examine it with a critical eye, particularly if components 
of the plan change or new components are added. Ask yourself whether you have really identified the most 
important aspect of your business plan and formulated it in a brief and precise way.

A good summary should also include a concise statement on the subject of “sustainability” (see chapter 
“Sustainable corporate development”). You should add one or two precise sentences to each of the following 
questions: 1. To which social or ecological sustainability challenges (education, health, climate protection, 
resource efficiency, etc.) do your products or services contribute in which way? 2. Which sustainability goals 
do you aim to achieve with your start-up plan/company? You should also refer to the detailed explanations 
in the various chapters of the business plan.

It is a good idea to always write the summary last, even though it appears at the beginning of the plan. 
It should be possible to read and understand your summary in five to ten minutes. give it a try! Ask a 
person you trust and who has no specific prior knowledge to read the summary.
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Client benefit – What you offer through the eyes of potential clients
The key to success, however, is not just unique products and services, but satisfied clients. That’s why it’s 
absolutely essential that you make client needs the focus of your considerations and activities from the very 
beginning and throughout. Clients will only buy your product or service if it has a long-term benefit for 
them. With the product or service you offer, you solve a problem your client has and/or provide them with 
an advantage. This benefit must be greater for the client than the benefit they would obtain from buying a 
competing product or by neglecting to buy anything at all. However, it is therefore absolutely crucial that 
you are aware of the needs, desires and problems of your potential clients. It is therefore not only important 
that what you offer entails a client benefit from your perspective, but that you can highlight it specifically 
and that investors and clients can recognise it at a glance. You should therefore depict your clients’ needs 
and/or the problem that you would like to solve with your product/service from the perspective of your 
clients and try to highlight the specific benefits it offers them. 

From their perspective, accordingly, the clients are not buying a product with technical details, but, for 
example, a headstart on information, a way of making their work easier, a time efficiency, new technical 
ground, improved quality, a cost saving, an attitude to life, status symbols, individuality, a good conscience 
etc. A client does not therefore buy a device that can perform a certain number of tasks per unit of time, 
but a device which offers them savings of 25% on time and 15% on costs.

Product/service
The core of each business plan is a clear and comprehensible description of the product/service and a clear 
and detailed presentation of the client benefit of your product/service. Illustrate how your product/service 
is different from those which are already on offer on the market, touch upon the development status and 
describe next steps which need to be taken.

Product description
The person reading your business plan wants to familiarise themselves with and understand your product/ 
service first of all. Make this as easy as possible for them by presenting it in a clear and comprehensible 
way. Touch upon the innovative features which make the product/service stand out from other relevant 
providers (USPs) in particular. You should also compare the strengths and weaknesses of your product/ 
service with those of available competing products. The advantages that will help you prevail over compet-
itors on the market are particularly important. A USP is therefore a unique competitive advantage allowing 
the product to pull away from the competition: a unique product innovation, a unique product benefit, a 
unique product performance etc. 

In the interest of clarity and understanding, you should only provide a limited amount of technical detail, 
or present such detail in an appendix. To make it easier for your reader to picture your product and/or 
service, you can use illustrations, photos or graphics for the description 
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A mere lower price is not a benefit to the client. Or, if this seems worthwhile to the client, a product that 
has less impact on the environment while offering the same performance. To be able to offer the client 
specific solutions (to problems), you

naturally have to know what the client really wants. Do not make the mistake of answering this question 
yourself. Acquire information from the ‘base’ instead and ask yourself how the product or service you offer 
needs to be in order for people to buy it.

Target audiences
Potential clients you would like to appeal to with your product/service are generally known as the ‘target 
audience’.

You can directly extrapolate your target audience from the description of your client benefit, as not everyone 
will be able to extract the same advantage from the product or service you offer to the same extent. The 
presentation of the target audience forms the basis for your market analysis and marketing. In this section, 
you begin to roughly define your planned target audience(s). When doing so, try to focus on potential 
client groups who benefit an especially great deal from your product and/or service and who you can 
expect to respond successfully to your product and/or service. Your target audience(s) should essentially 
be characterised by their willingness to pay, being large enough for you to generate sufficient turnover, and 
being defined to appeal to as few competitors as possible.

Interest groups
As well as your target audiences, you should also define your interest groups, who are affected by your 
business decisions. Every business should take employers and clients into account, but who else? Interest 
groups’ demands for transparency and having their say in matters are growing. The business culture should 
reflect this societal trend – not only to create added value for the environment and society, but, first and 
foremost, to protect the business model.

Development status
The description of the development status is crucially important to investors, not least because they can 
draw conclusions regarding the risk associated with your project from the information it contains. Explain 
the development status of your product and/or service on its way towards marketability. If there is a 
prototype, you should mention this explicitly. Where applicable, you should also touch upon pilot clients 
who are already using your product or service.

There should be a logical connection between client needs and client problems to be solved, client benefit 
and initial definition of your target audience.
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Risks which may affect the implementation of your idea include competitors imitating your idea and, where 
applicable, legal requirements (certifications, authorisations etc.) which your product or service must fulfil 
(TÜV, health authority etc.). You must state the authorisations and permits which need to be acquired, are 
already in place or for which you have applied. If you need to acquire licences to place what you offer 
on the market, this should also be touched upon. You should also describe what makes your product/
service innovative, the advantage you have over your competitors and how can protect yourself and your 
advantage. You should also touch upon patents, utility models and registered designs which have been 
granted or sought.

Key questions on the product/service (stage 1 onwards)

Product description:

�	What is your product/service (software for ..., device for ..., service to ...)?
�	Which competing products/services already exist?
�	Which USP makes what the product/service you offer stand out from the competition?
�	What is sustainable about your product and/or service and/or how it is generated?

Client benefit and target audiences:

�	What is the problem or need that your clients have?
�	Which specific benefit does the product or service you offer have from the client’s perspective?
�	Which target audience(s) (potential clients) can you appeal to with your product/service?
�	What is your potential clients’ attitude to the issue of sustainability (LOHAS*, willingness to pay, con-

sciousness of status)?

Development status:

�	In which stage of development is your product/service?
�	Which development steps are you planning?
�	Is there a prototype?
�	Which development costs must you take into account?
�	In which areas do you see development risks and how will you solve these problems?
�	What is the current state of the art?
�	What is your competitors’ development status (if known)?
�	Which authorisations and permits are required to place your product/service on the market?
�	How are you protecting your innovation?
�	How do you maintain your innovative advantage over your competitors?
�	Do you take into account aspects of sustainability at every stage of production (suppliers, manufac-

ture, delivery)?
�	To what extent is sustainability already an issue for your competitive sphere?
�	Which specific opportunities and risks are you susceptible to when taking aspects of sustainability 

into account?

*  The acronym LOHAS (Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability) describes people who lead health-conscious lifestyles shaped by a focus 
on the principles of sustainability. In marketing, this is a corresponding consumer type
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Founders
The success of a business often lives and dies by the personalities and skills of its founders. As an en-
trepreneur, you have to implement and drive your project. There may be one or several founders. In this 
section, you demonstrate that you are capable of building a successful business. It therefore concerns your 
management qualities. 

Success as a team
Building a business requires all kinds of skills and talents that few people can offer on their own. Different 
situations, for example, may demand prudence or decisiveness, attention to detail or a broader strategic 
view, being a team player or asserting yourself. Working within a team of founders is beneficial as tasks and 
responsibilities are shared between several people. The successful interplay between various personalities 
often produces the best solution. If you manage to achieve the perfect combination of people’s skills and 
build a complementary team, you are obtaining a crucial advantage. As a team, you should be aware of 
your strengths and weaknesses and develop strategies to ensure collaborative action. It’s important that 
all members of the team share the same vision for this.

Describing the founders and their relevant skills
In this section, you should introduce the founders (name, age etc.) and describe their skills. Avoid simply 
stringing together a list of previous activities. Record which of your skills are important for the success 
of your business. You should therefore outline how your skills will benefit the future business and which 
future areas of responsibility are planned for the founder(s) individually or as a team.

You should take into account not only specialist skills, but also business skills, which are equally vital for 
the success of your business. In this context, relevant practical experience is particularly important, e.g. in 
conjunction with sales and management duties or sound industry knowledge. However, you should also 
take into account the significance of personal skills such as drive, resilience, communication or being a good 
team player. The larger and more complex the project, the higher the demands on you as an entrepreneur.

If you are starting your business during or immediately after your studies, you most likely do not have any of 
the professional experience that investors would nevertheless like to see. In this case, it’s important to give 
substitute qualifications. These include leading groups and seminars and involvement with committees or 
societies. Internships and periods spent abroad should also be mentioned. If a team has worked together 
in research for years and now intends to develop their output into a product in the context of the business 
(spin-off), this is also of interest.

When writing the section, assume that you are applying as an individual or a team for your future 
business and convince the reader accordingly. A spark of enthusiasm and motivation won’t do any harm.
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Closing gaps
Create (imaginary) job profiles for the most important areas of your business and present the skills and 
experience required in detail. Compare these with the skills you and the other founders contribute as a 
team. If you encounter gaps, you should explain and how and when you would like to fill these. Consider 
business-related gaps in particular.

It is by no means necessary to immediately fill all important positions within a business. That would actu-
ally be a case of creating uncontrolled costs. It is more sensible to pursue a prudent personnel expansion 
policy which is based on the business’s requirements and can operate with part-time staff and external 
service providers temporarily too.

Key figures
It is also worth touching upon key figures who also play an important role in the business as well as the 
founders (e.g. experts, people with important client contacts). You should outline in particular how de-
pendent you are on these people and how they can be tied to the business. Bear in mind that a high level 
of dependency on specific people can entail a risk for your business. You should also present a solution for 
the event that an important partner drops out halfway through.

Founders’ income
This section should also contain details on the founders’ planned income (employer’s salary). You can base 
this on previous salaries or average amounts which have been made public, for example. On the one hand, 
you should grant yourself an income that you can use to support yourself appropriately. On the other hand, 
you should not burden the finances of the business by paying excessive salaries during the startup stage.

Key questions on the founders (stage 1 onwards)

�	Does the plan present the founders and their skills?
�	What distinguishes the individual founders: education, practical experience, prior knowledge, 

successes, professional qualifications, business experience?
�	Which business, specialist/technical and personal skills and experience are relevant to the success 

of the business?
�	Which roles will the founders occupy in the business, based on their qualifications?
�	Is the issue of sustainability explicitly allocated to a team member?
�	Are the founders’ CVs enclosed?

Please enclose CVs and references to give the person reading your business plan an additional over-
view where necessary.
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Closing gaps:

�	Are the job profiles in the most significant areas of the business covered by the founders’ skills profiles 
(business, specialist and/or technical knowledge)?

�	Which skills gaps are revealed and how are these closed?

Key figures and exit scenario:

�	Are there key figures, apart from the founders, who are important to the success of the business?
�	How can key figures be tied to the business?
�	Is there an exit scenario for when a member or members of the team have to/wish to leave?

Founders’ income:

�	Have you considered the theoretical employer’s salary?
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Market analysis
Good knowledge of the market and competition are crucial to the success of your business. As previously 
described in the product/service section, the clients will only buy your product or service if they expect it 
to offer them a special benefit. As you are usually not the only player on a given market, your specific client 
benefit always depends on what your competitors have to offer, too.

For you and your competitors, the way your target market is developing as a whole and the influencing 
factors which affect it are consequently very important. You should take these into account, as they may 
pose risks, as well as opportunities, for your business. In the market analysis, you take a close look at the 
market, the clients and the competitors for your project or service. Market analysis also helps you estimate 
the market potential for your project and to determine where and how you wish to position your business 
on the market.

Overall market description
Assign your product and/or service to an overall market (an industry, such as software, lasers, medical 
technology, catering, wellness, trade fairs etc.). This can help you, for example, ask yourself what products/
services could be used to replace what you offer. Once you have defined these ‘substitute goods’, you’re well 
on your way to defining your market. Describe the size (sales/turnover) and the expected growth and other 
trends of the overall market defined. You should also investigate external factors which may change the 
overall market/industry (including competitors) in the medium term, and highlight the relevance of these 
factors to your business. This also includes political and legal parameters as well as broader economic, 
socio-demographic and technological developments.

Market segmentation and potential
One of the key aspects of your classic business plan is market potential. The market potential provides 
the entire potential sales volume of a market for a specific product or service. You determine the market 
potential for your product and/or your service based on your planned target audience(s), i.e. for a specific 
part of the market described above (for a specific market segment).

Segmenting the market – i.e. determining target audiences – therefore goes hand in hand with a general 
assessment of the market. It is worth first of all collating the potential clients in your target market in client 
groups (market segments) according to suitable criteria in order to be able to estimate present and future 
sales for these market segments.

Dividing the market into segments also allows you to adjust the product/service you offer these clients in 
a focused and efficient way. You are free to choose the segmentation criteria. However, you should make 
sure that the number of clients and their purchasing behaviour can be calculated in each segment and the 
clients in a segment can be reached with the same sales strategy.

Potential segmentation criteria in consumer goods markets include:

�	Geographical criteria: countries, regions, cities, districts etc.
�	Demographic criteria: age, gender, income, career, education status etc.
�	Psychographic criteria: attitudes/opinions, leisure activities, media use, lifestyle
�	Purchasing behaviour characteristics: Brand/price awareness, centralised or decentralised purchasing etc.
�	Usage behaviour characteristics: product usage frequency, product application etc.
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Potential segmentation criteria in capital goods markets include:

�	Demographic criteria: business size, industry, position
�	Operating criteria: technology used and standards
�	Purchasing behaviour: centralised or decentralised purchasing, purchasing criteria, contracts with 

suppliers, decision-making structures, order amounts etc.
�	Usage behaviour: Usage/order frequency, service and maintenance requirements etc.

 

Competitors
Finally, investigate the key competitors who offer comparable products and/or services in market segments 
relevant to you or could offer these in future. You should specifically touch upon sales, turnover, pricing, 
growth, market share, location, sales channels, service and image. Contrast the strengths and weaknesses 
of your key competitors with your own profile. If you present this in a table, you can give the reader a clear 
and rapid overview of the strengths and weaknesses of your product/service compared to the competition. 
Outline measures to tackle any weaknesses and consider how sustainable the competitive advantage you 
have described will be. When examining the competition, consider indirect competitors, too.

Consider the extent of barriers in your target market hampering market entry for new providers (high 
investment costs, state monopolies, high waste disposal costs, existing patent protection, an advantage 
in terms of expertise, an advantage in terms of costs due to the size of the business etc.) and how you 
would like to overcome these. You should also take into account potential reactions from competitors to 
your market entry in your plans.

Sources of information
The content and scope of market analysis are always based on the information available. Investors expect 
that information which is generally available is acquired and evaluated. This also includes information 
which can be acquired from interviewing potential clients. In this case, creativity is clearly required at one 
point or another. Take advantage of all information options available. However, no investor would expect 
expensive market research to be commissioned.

You should tread carefully with the claim that there is no market data. Investors know very well what kind 
of data can be acquired. Sources of information for your research can include Federal and State Statistics 
Offices, chambers and industry associations and banks and insurance companies. Commercial databases, 
specialist magazines and businesses’ promotional literature provide specialist information from the relevant 
industry. Discussions with clients and competitors, particularly at trade fairs, are highly efficient.

for each segment, you should determine the number of potential clients and estimate the corresponding 
sales to be made for a selected period.
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Key questions on market analysis (stage 2 onwards)

Overall market description:

�	Which overall market/industry does your business operate in?
�	How has the industry developed in the past and what does the current situation look like?
�	Which trends and/or forecasts are important to you?
�	How big is the overall market/industry as a whole (sales/turnover)?
�	Which external factors influence the industry (political, legal, technological etc.)?
�	To what extent do these influence your business?
�	Which success factors characterise the industry?
�	What role do innovation and technical advances play?
�	What role do aspects of sustainability play on the market for your business?
�	Which opportunities and risks result for your business from sustainability trends in the 

relevant industry?

Market segmentation and potential:

�	Which criteria can be used to segment the industry you wish to operate in?
�	Which sub-sectors (market segments) result from this?
�	What are the hallmarks of your sub-sector (market segment)?
�	How big is the number of potential clients and how high are sales in your segment (market potential)?
�	Which are the purchasing motives and habits of your target audience(s) (potential clients) in your 

sub-sector (market segment)?
�	What are your target audience’s expectations of your product/service and your business with regard 

to sustainability?

Competitors:

�	Who are your key competitors?
�	Which target audience(s) (potential clients) do your competitors appeal to?
�	What are your competitors’ market shares (if known)?
�	What your competitors’ strengths and weaknesses (image, service, innovation, location etc.)?
�	Are innovations expected from your competitors?
�	Are clients tied to your competitors?
�	Which replacement products/services are there on the market for your product/service?
�	How sustainable will your competitive advantage be?
�	How will competitors react to your market entry?
�	What are the barriers to market entry and how can these be overcome?
�	Can you obtain a competitive advantage by considering aspects of sustainability? 

The entirety of the information you collect will not usually produce a direct answer to your questions. 
At this point, you have to work with justifiable assumptions and estimates. however, these should have 
a solid basis, be logically comprehensible and, first and foremost, be plausible.
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Source of information

�	Are your estimates logically clear?
�	What sources are your estimates based on?

Marketing
If you follow the principle that it’s your client who is the focus of your company, not your business 
idea, then you’re acting according to classic marketing principles. Although the two are often compared, 
marketing is much more than just ‘advertising’. Marketing is the focus of the entire business on the client.
The marketing plan is therefore a core aspect of your business plan.

In your marketing plan, you present how you wish to organise market entry and the market potential 
you have determined when analysing the market you wish to tap into. The following elements are part 
of a complete marketing concept, or ‘marketing mix’: product policy, pricing policy, communications 
policy and sales policy. These must be consistent with each other. For example, if you have decided on 
a product policy which heavily emphasises environmental aspects, this additional benefit must also be 
made clear to the target audience (communications policy). Your product may be more expensive than 
those of your competitors who do not take into account environmental aspects. And your sales policy 
also emphasises what is special about your product.

Product policy
You have provided a basic description of what you offer in the product/service section. In this section, you answer 
the question of whether you would like to offer one single product/service or several products/ services to satisfy 
clients’ needs as best you can (single or multiple product strategy), and whether you will offer different forms 
of your product(s) or service(s) (product varieties) for different target audiences. You also establish whether 
you are planning product modifications (constantly adapting the product to new trends) or innovations. This 
area also covers brand policy.

Pricing policy
Pricing is primarily based on the issue of clients’ willingness to pay, i.e. the question of which price will be 
accepted on the market. The price you can attain therefore depends entirely on how much the benefit of your 
product/service is worth to the client. In the product/service section, you have described your client benefit and 
may have already quantified it. Use this to establish a price range for the product/service you offer.

You can theoretically choose various pricing strategies. The choice depends on whether you penetrate the market 
quickly with a low price and high quantities (‘penetration strategy’) or whether you can skim off the highest 
possible returns with a high price (‘skimming strategy’). Even if you would like to use a penetration strategy and 
capture market share first, you should be aware that this only makes sense if you then use the market position 
you have won to achieve profits. The skimming strategy produces high returns in a relatively short period of time. 
However, this usually means you will attract new competitors to the market. Consider the measures you would 
like to take to make market entry as unattractive as possible to your competitors (barriers to market entry). Both 
strategies have advantages and disadvantages. When pursuing the penetration strategy, higher initial investments 
are usually required, for example, to meet higher demand. However, businesses with very high fixed costs have 
to find a wide audience quickly to cover them.

When setting prices, remember to keep your own production costs in mind.
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Communications policy
A client can only purchase your product when they are familiar with and aware of it. If you stay ‘in the 
shadows’, even the best client benefit won’t be any use to you. Make some noise and stand out, inform 
and persuade people and make your voice heard among your clients. In your communications policy, 
you describe all the tools you will use to establish and intensify your contact with clients. The following 
tools are theoretically at your disposal:

�	Traditional advertising in the usual media (press, radio, TV, cinema and online)
�	Direct marketing (direct mailings to selected clients, telephone marketing, online etc.)
�	Appearances at trade fairs and exhibitions
�	Public relations – articles and reports about you, your business and your product(s) – is an efficient 

and cost-effective way to raise awareness among your clients
�	Client visits
�	Social media/new media

Communications can be expensive. Calculate what you spend on them precisely. Make sure that you also 
adapt your communications activities to your target audience and their habits. Different media also have 
different target audiences, for example, which you should research in advance. When addressing clients, 
you should focus on people who eventually make the decision to buy or have the biggest influence on 
said decision.

Sales policy
The sales policy determines which sales channels you wish to use to sell your product/service i.e. how the 
product/service you offer will reach your clients. The choice between direct and indirect sales channels de-
pends first of all on the type of product, the client structure and the selected pricing strategy. Relevant aspects 
include the number of potential clients, the kind of purchase they prefer, the price segment the product/service 
you offer will be placed in, whether your product requires explanation, and whether you sell your product to 
businesses (B2B) or end clients (B2C). You must decide whether you will sell your product/service yourself 
or involve a specialist service provider, as this has a major impact on your business structure. 

In the market analysis, you have estimated the sales you wish to make in a specific period of time. 
As you have set the price for the product/service you offer, you can now determine your planned turnover.

You should also consider your payment policy. If you grant discounts and payment periods etc., you 
should take these into account in your financial plan.
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Examples of sales channels
Your own points of sale (stores) are appealing if the presentation and design of the product/service you 
offer are important for sales and you don’t need a large number of stores to cover the market. Bear in mind 
your own stores require investment but that this approach offers the most control over sales.

Independent retailer sell your product to end clients. In this case, bear in mind that the product has to 
allow the retailer to make a decent profit for it to make it into the range at all.

You can employ your own sales staff if you offer products that are very complex or need explanation 
and require client visits. Bear in mind the number of clients therefore cannot be unlimited in size and that 
having your own staff can be relatively expensive.

External representatives act as agents selling products from various manufacturers. This route is avail-
able if you don’t want to start with your own sales staff right away. The risk is limited as costs are only 
incurred for successful sales. However, these are then usually relatively high.

Wholesalers liaise with multiple retailers. This approach allows you to use existing sales channels. How-
ever, this does involve corresponding margins for retail.

Selling online can be worthwhile. It allows you to reach a large number of clients for very little cost. 
However, you should bear in mind your target audience and their purchasing habits. You must also ensure 
smooth delivery and service.

If you have developed all necessary activities for the four areas of product, price, communications and 
sales and have ensured they are consistent with each other, you’ve got your own individual marketing 
mix Please ensure that your product development, pricing, communication activities and sales channels 
are always adapted to your relevant target audiences.

You are now ready to determine the costs of the individual marketing activities already. This information 
will be incorporated into the financial plan at a later stage. 



FROM CUSTOMER VALUE TO SALES REVENUE - 
A GOLDEN THREAD

Creating a customer advantage = customer value
Customer value is the most important component of your business plan. Once the customer 
value is defined and quantified, it may serve as a golden thread for the other chapters of your 
concept.

Customer value
What benefits do my customers have if they take advantage of my offer? For example: saving 
time, capacity, materials, money, breaking new technical ground etc.

Marketing 
�	How can I reach my customers?
�	How do I provide my product/service?
�	How do my customers find out  about my offer?
�	Are my products tailored to the wishes of my customers?
�	How much is the customer benefit of my offer worth to my customers?

Target group
�	Who exactly benefits from my product/service?
�	Who derives the biggest customer benefit?

Market analysis
What is the estimated number of customers in each market segment who need the 
product/service I offer?

Note: 

This overview makes no claim to completeness with regard to the chapters and contents of the business plan. 
Instead, it is intended to illustrate the relationships within the business plan with regard to the focus on custom-
er benefit and its significance!

Marketing mix = product + price + distribution + communication

Sales Revenue  = quantity sold x price
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Key questions on marketing (stage 2 onwards)

Product policy:

�	Does your range of products/services cover the clients’ needs?
�	Which features does your product require to cover the clients’ relevant needs?
�	Which versions of your product/service are designed for which client groups?
�	Does your product policy take into account aspects of sustainability? Does this cover the clients’ 

needs?

Pricing policy:

�	With which price do you wish to position yourself on the market?
�	Have you taken the target audience’s (potential clients’) willingness to pay (pricing flexibility) into 

account? What is the client benefit of your product worth to the client?
�	Would you like to penetrate the market quickly with a low price or skim off the highest possible
�	return from the very beginning?
�	What are you aiming for with your pricing strategy?
�	Which criteria is the final selling price based on (profit range, sales volume)?
�	Is your pricing orientated towards on your target audience?
�	Have you planned special conditions such as discounts, payment period etc.?
�	Does your pricing policy support sustainable development, e.g. through discounts, cross-subsidisation 

of sustainable products or supporting special projects?

Communications policy:

�	What is the communications strategy you are pursuing?
�	How do you draw the attention of your target audience(s) towards your product/service?
�	How would you like to reach your clients?
�	Which communications activities suit your target audience(s)?
�	How do you obtain reference clients?
�	Which marketing activities are you planning for which point in time?
�	Which marketing tasks must be completed (for introduction and later)?
�	Is the scope of your planned communications strategy suitable for the project?
�	Do you clearly highlight the added value for the client, society and the environment which results 

from considering aspects of sustainability, and do you get it across?

Sales policy:

�	Which sales channels should be used to sell your product?
�	Do you reach your potential buyers using the selected sales channels?
�	What are the requirements (number of employees, training, equipment etc.) for sales in order to suc-

cessfully implement the marketing strategy?
�	How do you ensure quality for third-party sales?
�	How do you build your sales? What do you do yourself and what do you delegate?
�	Can existing sales routes (cooperations, strategic partnerships) be used?
�	Have you taken into account the factors of time and cost in client acquisition?
�	Are you taking the environmental impact of your supply chain (e.g. CO2 emissions) into account?
�	Can you highlight special, sustainable characteristics of your product/service through your sales 

policy (e.g. selling exclusively in organic stores)?
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3RD PHASE
BPW Plan
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Business and organisation

Why think about the business organisation at all at this early stage?
Every startup is born from an idea, a solution to a problem, or even a specific product. When you then de-
cide to start a business, you soon need to tackle the question of ‘Who’s going to do what?’ This is your first 
encounter with the issue of ‘business and organisation’. It’s helpful to highlight this at an early stage, as it 
means that every necessary area of the business and area of responsibility is considered and entrenched 
during the startup process.

Organisation at the startup stage
Successful startups are characterised by the filling of three roles from the very beginning: the visionary, the 
technician and the number cruncher. That doesn’t mean that there has to be three founders or three em-
ployees, but it does mean that there has to be clarity on the necessity of these roles and their distribution.

The visionary: They drive the product and are the public face of the business. They have a clear image 
of the product, motivate the people they work with and inspire investors and potential clients. They look 
to the future, keep an eye on further development of markets and clients, and are constantly weighing up 
new possibilities.

The technician: They look after implementation of the project and keep everyone’s feet on the ground, 
which makes them the visionary’s helper in the here and now. The technician is responsible for the techni-
cal quality of the product and project management – whatever the client ends up with will have passed 
through their hands.

The number cruncher: They have the head for finances and legal questions and are the go-to person for 
tax advice, payroll and the financial plan/controlling. They ensure that the organisation is always running 
smoothly and all financial and administrative aspects are working well at all times. As such, they shape 
the organisational framework for the visionary and technician to work in.

Sales is a special subject area and is not initially treated as a role unto itself. In a new startup, every founder 
is to some extent also a salesperson and has to market the business and products. Raising awareness is 
usually a key problem at the outset for a young company and is therefore a management issue, particularly 
as many founders struggle with the role of active marketing. In any case, a founder should have overall 
responsibility for sales and coordinate the activities.

Organisation in further development
The seeds of the organisation have therefore been sown: business development, sales/marketing, production, 
finance/law. Through sharing responsibilities and, accordingly, the organisation, it is therefore possible to 
integrate external resources at a very early stage, which allows you to act quickly yet flexibly in the early 
stages.

Depending on the business model, departments grow at different speeds, so breaking up individual divi-
sions may also make sense after a while. When planning growth, it is useful to look at businesses from the 
industry and analyse what their personnel and cost structures usually look like. There is no one-size-fitsall 
structure that suits every business. However, it makes sense to base your own on successful examples. For 
a tech-driven business, for example, it may make sense to split up product management, development and 
production at an early stage, as these involve very different skills.
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For a more commercially-oriented business, for example, it may make sense to create a purchasing and a 
sales division within ‘production’.

For an online business, for example, the online platform would constitute production and would be seen 
as a core division (e.g. eBay). For a business whose core product is something different, the online platform 
might be a part of marketing and sales (e.g. retail businesses such as www.defshop.com).

The aim of the developing organisation is to display the value creation processes in your business in the best 
possible light and to combine similar skills in a way which allows experiences to be shared and acquired.

What is your USP ahead of the competition and how do you make money? 

Perspectives on developing the organisation
An important aspect of organisation is the question ‘What kind of company culture do I want to establish?’. 
Many modern businesses shape their culture primarily through a vision and company values which can 
signpost a clear direction for all employees. If this is enhanced by objectives and if the business promotes 
a culture whereby the individual receives and assumes responsibility, everyone is in a position to make the 
right decisions for the business in their division. This can have a significant impact on the intended organ-
isation. This type of management often provides interdisciplinary teams as well as specialist teams. These 
teams tackle a single remit or project as a whole. For example, this means that a team assumes responsi-
bility for the implementation of part of the product strategy and is then equipped with all of the marketing, 
implementation etc. skills required to fulfil this responsibility. In this case, the teams would be put together 
based on the resources required to fulfil a task and not based on a shared specialism.

Depending on the company culture practised within the business, its appeal to employees is also crucial – 
highly-qualified staff in particular often appreciate flat hierarchies and individual responsibility. For these 
employees, salary is increasingly only a hygiene factor – it has to be the right amount, but other factors are 
more important when deciding whether or not to join a business, not least the company culture. Founders 
are therefore well advised to consider this in good time and to regularly assess how closely their perfor-
mance approximates their ideal.

Essence
Having an overview of the tasks that need to be fulfilled within the business is essential. Thinking about 
typical roles in a startup is tremendously helpful when distributing roles and when working out which 
skills are missing internally and how these gaps can be filled. Taking advantage of the value creation chain 
for further growth and measuring yourself by competitors’ growth structures is a rough guide. Once staff 
are involved, this poses the question ‘What type of management style do I choose?’.
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Legal form, business management and ownership structures
First of all, you should state the legal form you have chosen for your business. Choosing the legal form (e.g. 
sole trader enterprise, limited company [GmbH], public limited company [AG] etc.) governs the contingent 
liabilities in particular. However, it also affects investors’ codetermination and control rights and encompasses 
fiscal aspects. At this point, you should also explain the ownership structures (i.e. the shareholders for a 
limited company, the partners for a limited partnership etc.) and responsibility for business management. 

Choice of location
For many businesses, particularly in retail and chain operations, the choice of location is extremely impor-
tant. For others, low rental costs are more important. Consider carefully which location factors are relevant 
for your business (e.g. accessibility for clients, surrounding environment, transport connections, technical 
facilities, costs etc.).

Milestone plan (implementation roadmap)
Investors want you to tell them how exactly you plan to develop your business and make it a reality. List 
your medium and long-term objectives clearly and define ‘milestones’ for your business’s development. 
When setting objectives, ensure that they are both optimistic and realistic.

Planning different milestones for your business affects different aspects of planning. If you would like to 
increase your sales, for example, you have to take this into account at various different points.

In this section, you should touch upon the pricing and sales plan, the production and procurement plan and 
the personnel plan. Start by considering the investment plan. The financial plan is then the subject of the 
next section. You should try to estimate the costs of the different areas (e.g. production, personnel, sales, 
investments etc.) for the later financial plan already at this stage.

Pricing and sales plan
You should briefly summarise your assumptions from the previous sections (product/service and marketing) 
again here: When will you begin selling your product/service, how much of it will you sell, and what price 
will you use, taking into account your defined milestones? Pricing and the sales plan have a direct influence 
on the other aspects of planning, as production must be ensured, and investments must be made for this 
to occur. There must also be sufficient qualified employees available.

Production and procurement plan
The right quantity and quality of the products/services whose sales you have already planned must first 
of all be produced and/or kept on standby. The production plan deals with workflows in production and 
logistics and the costs of production processes. Increasing sales figures entail an expansion of production 
capacity. The corresponding investments in the area of production must be taken into account in the invest-
ment plan. The personnel plan must also be taken into account for planned rising sales figures, particularly 
in the area of services.

Personnel plan
Building a business requires a personnel plan which takes into account the planned business development 
and/or growth. In the personnel plan, briefly describe the education and experience that management 
staff and key figures should have, whether they are the founder(s) and/or when external people should be 
brought in. You do not need to provide details of other employees’ duties. However, a brief table showing 
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how many people work in each area at the end of the year is something no plan should be without. Include 
costs in your personnel plan in order to calculate your entire personnel costs (salary and incidental costs) 
for your profit and loss account. Do not forget to include your employer’s salary. 

Investment and write-downs plan
Consider which investments are required in your business. Take into account potential differences with regard 
to the milestones in your business plan. Expanding sales volume entails expanding production capacities, 
which in turn require investment, and so on. The annual loss of value in investment goods must be taken 
into account in the form of write-downs (see section on financial plan and financing).

Key questions on the business and organisation (stage 3 onwards)

Business system and core skills:

�	What does the business system for your product/service look like?
�	Which activities are you focusing on?
�	Which activities would you like to perform yourself? Do you delegate activities to third parties?
�	Which functions comprise your organisation and how is it structured?
�	Who is responsible for/in charge of what?
�	Would you like to work with partners? What are the advantages of collaboration?
�	Are environmental aspects (e.g. energy consumption, waste disposal) taken into account in all work-

flows (e.g. office, production, supply chain)?
�	Are societal aspects (e.g. employ interests) taken into account?
�	Does your business actively take advantage of the specific opportunities that come from a sustainable 

business organisation (e.g. through resource savings)?

Organisation:

�	Which functions comprise your organisation and how is it structured?
�	What does the staffing of the key roles in your business look like?

Legal form, ownership structures, location:

�	What is the legal form of your future business?
�	Who are the shareholders and who assumes executive management responsibilities?
�	Which location factors are important to your business?

Milestones and implementation roadmap:

�	What are the key milestones in the development of your business?
�	Which duties and milestones are interrelated?
�	Are your considerations as optimistic as they are realistic?
�	When will you begin selling your product/service, how much will you sell and for what price?
�	What personnel requirements will you have in the individual areas of your business in the coming 

financial years?
�	Which personnel costs will arise as a result?
�	What does your short-term investment plan look like?
�	Which investments are planned for the longer term? At which milestones will these be due?
�	Do you plan to incorporate sustainability management which makes the business’s environmental 

and societal impact quantifiable and within your control?
�	Which costs does the business incur (production, sales, administration costs)?
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Financial plan and financing
In this section, the previous statements are collated and reflected in figures. The purpose of this section is 
to provide an overview of the business’s future finances, income and assets in order to ultimately be able 
to establish whether your business plan is viable and can be financed.

The most important core assumptions from the financial plan should be presented and outlined in this 
section. These core assumptions may include:

�	 Expected profit or loss in the first few years (with an overview of the profit and loss plan)
�	Breaking even (When will earnings cover and/or exceed expenditure?)
�	Amount of capital requirements
�	Planned financing
�	Outlining the assumptions you have made when estimating income, expenditure, investment etc.

Content and creation of the financial plan
The assumptions and statements in the previous sections coalesce in the financial plan. The financial plan 
should cover three years. The business should have broken even in a sustainable way within this period. For 
the first year, it should be subdivided into months. Thereafter, a quarterly or six-monthly basis is reasonable.

Step 1: Profit and loss plan
The profit and loss plan (or the profitability forecast) is at the heart of the financial plan. That is where you 
calculate whether, when and to what amount your business will achieve a profit i.e. it is profitable. The 
account shows a profit or a loss as a result. A profit increases equity and thereby also the profitability of 
the business. A loss, which the business must absorb, drains capital. The operands of the profit and loss 
account are expenditure and earnings. To calculate, deduct the calculated expenditure from the projected 
earnings. The remainder is the profit (or loss).

All expenditure and earnings from a financial year must be recorded in the profit and loss account. Cre-
ating a profit and loss plan is very easy from a computational perspective. The planned expenditure is 
deducted from the expected earnings. The challenge is making realistic forecasts the basis of the earnings 
and expenditure. Go through your business plan step by step and decide whether and to what extent the 
assumptions and statements translate into expenditure and earnings.

Market entry in particular, and the change in your turnover as a result, is beset with a great deal of uncer-
tainties. In the previous sections, you have already mentioned how many clients you can persuade to buy 
your product or service, how quickly your marketing activities will take effect and which prices you can 
implement. Estimating expenditure is often difficult, too. For some items of expenditure, you can deter-
mine properly realistic values e.g. by collecting quotations. Personnel costs are easy to estimate. You have 
already created a detailed personnel plan for this purpose. It’s also important that you take into account 
all expenditure which arises and do not forget any items. You should also take into account your personal 
living costs which you estimate in a limited company e.g. as a director’s salary. In a sole trader enterprise, 
personal drawings must be taken into account in the liquidity plan.
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Write-downs and interest expenditure are calculated separately in the investment and write-downs plan 
and the interest and repayment plan respectively. The profit and loss plan is compiled based on provisions 
of commercial law (Article 275 of the German Commercial Code [HGB]) and should match the scheme 
shown. However, the BPW templates do not cover all potential types of earnings and expenditure. Add the 
items which are relevant to you.

Step 2: Investment and write-downs plan
A detailed investment and write-downs plan is required as an auxiliary statement to the profit and loss 
plan and liquidity plan (providing that you are planning investments), as you require sufficient liquidity for 
investments and these must be taken into account in the liquidity plan. The annual write-downs on your 
investments, however, are included in the profit and loss plan.

Enter all investments (according to the considerations from the previous section) in the ‘investment and 
write-downs plan’ table. Calculate the associated write-downs according to the annual loss of value in 
the investments. Assets usually depreciate based on their duration of use in three to ten years (you can find 
exact details in the detailed write-downs tables). The total investments must be transferred to the liquidity 
plan as amounts paid out. The write-downs are recorded as expenditure in the profit and loss plan.

Step 3: Liquidity plan
The ability to make payments is a basic requirement for the success of your business, as an inability to 
make payments constitutes grounds for insolvency and threatens the existence of your business. The liquidity 
plan is therefore immensely important. In this plan, you calculate all transactions (inflows and outflows) 
on your business account. The actual payment dates are taken into account here (not the invoice dates or 
similar). The capital requirements you need to start your business is also derived from this account. The 
liquidity plan also reveals liquidity shortfalls which you can then respond to at an early stage to ensure 
that the business remains able to make payments and/or solvent at all times.

The liquidity plan, which is usually created for one year in standard banking practice, is used to calculate 
specific capital requirements. In practice, all inflows are offset against all outflows. You may essentially use 
the items from the profit and loss plan as the basis for calculation here. The major differences are: the fact 
that earnings and inflows and expenditure and outflows fall on different dates: in the profit and loss plan, 
earnings are recorded as soon as you create an invoice, but in the liquidity plan, they are only created when 
the invoice is paid. Although write-downs are expenditure, they do not result in outflows and therefore 
should not be included in the liquidity plan.

The liquidity plan takes into account outflows for investments and repayments and inflows from loans and 
investments, as well as the items from the profit and loss account.

These should be transferred from the investment and write-downs plan and/or the interest and repayment 
plan. The cumulative total of the deficits indicates your financing requirements. Your financing requirements 
must be covered by sufficient financial resources. A deficit indicates an inability to make payments and is 
grounds for insolvency. Enter the planned source of financing in the liquidity plan.
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Step 4: Interest and repayments plan
The interest and repayment plan has a similar auxiliary function: the obtaining and repaying of loans leads 
to inflows and outflows in the liquidity plan, but is not taken into account in the profit and loss account. 
Interest expenditure and payments, however, are included in the profit and loss account and the liquidity plan.

In this table, you calculate the financing costs (interest) and return of loans (repayments). To do this, you 
first of all transfer the source of financing from the liquidity plan. The interest which arises must be trans-
ferred to the profit and loss plan and the liquidity plan. The repayments are only taken into account in the 
liquidity plan.

Step 5: Check repercussions
The profit and loss plan, liquidity plan and investment and repayment plan are closely intertwined. Calculating 
interest expenditure and repayments results in repercussions for the profit and loss plan and liquidity plan. 
You should therefore specifically check to what extent the financing requirements in the liquidity plan have 
grown as a result of the interest and repayments and the initial planned financing is sufficient. In the end, the 
liquidity must be positive in all periods.

Step 6: Identifying opportunities and risks
As binding forecasts regarding business performance cannot usually be made in the startup phase, at this 
point, you should run through various scenarios and display the opportunities and risks associated with 
your project and their impact on the liquidity plan and profitability forecast.

If you do not know enough to create your financial plan, you should involve specialist experts (e.g. tax or 
business consultants). We nevertheless advise that you familiarise yourself with the exact figures from your 
own business, where these figures have come from and how they were compiled. This is the only way you 
can monitor them and respond to deviations and changes accordingly. As part of the BPW, we provide you 
with template planning tables you can download from the downloads area of the BPW website. Important 
links between the individual plans are already pre-programmed into the tables. However, these should be 
adapted to suit you. The tables do not contain all potential expenditure and earnings and/or inflow and 
outflow items, for example. The sample classic business plans each contain a completed financial plan. 
Here you can obtain an overview of the connections between the tables.

Earnings and expenditure – inflow and outflow: What is the difference?
If you have no prior experience with financial planning, you should familiarise yourself with the terms earn-
ings and expenditure (profit and loss plan) and inflow and outflow (liquidity plan). The following examples 
will reveal why the difference is important:

Be sure to include sufficient startup costs and sensible reserves in your liquidity plan. To ensure liquidity 
at all times, the total inflow must always be greater than the total outflow.
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�	at the very moment you sell a product and create the invoice, you generate a return that is shown in 
the profit and loss account. However, for your liquidity plan, it is the actual cash flow which matters. If 
your business only pays two months later, you will only receive a payment at that point.

�	If you make an investment (e.g. IT, machinery), you usually need to pay for this following delivery. This 
is included in the liquidity plan as a corresponding outflow. In the profit and loss plan, however, the 
investment amount is not shown, as investments are not expenses. Instead, you must record the annual 
loss of value of your investment in the form of write-downs as expenditure.

�	If you take out a loan, this is recorded in your liquidity plan as an inflow. A loan repayment constitutes 
an outflow. By contrast, borrowings and repayments do not have a direct impact on the profit and loss 
plan. This is because they are neither expenditure nor earnings. The interest accrued must, however, be 
considered expenditure (and outflow).

Financing capital requirements
You calculate your business’s capital requirements in the liquidity plan. Now you have to consider the 
question of which financing opportunities are suitable for your business. There are essentially two kinds of 
financing: equity and borrowed capital.

You should usually have a minimum of 15% equity. If you are forecast to make startup losses, higher equity 
is required, as your equity must at least cover these startup losses. Otherwise, your business will end up 
in debt. This is grounds for insolvency for a corporation (e.g. limited company [GmbH] and public limited 
company [AG]).

Equity does not necessarily need to come only from your own assets. You can also involve third parties in 
your business. Many professional investment companies provide venture capital for businesses with a great 
deal of potential for growth.

Banks and building societies are your go-to for loan financing. For banks, limiting their own risk by securing 
the loan is a key criterion. Loan financing is therefore particularly suitable for investments where facilities, 
vehicles or buildings can be used as security.

To ensure that promising projects do not fail as a result of missing securities, Berlin and Brandenburg are 
also home to guarantor banks, which absorb part of the risk from the banks.

For some projects, you can also obtain grants or loans in the form of public subsidies. Subsidies are availa-
ble for things like investments, small projects, personnel costs, research and development or tech-focused 
startups.

You should also look into the KfW Group’s loan scheme for entrepreneurs. These offer low interest rates and 
also reduce the bank’s risk. You can find an overview of funding schemes in the Berlin Investment Bank’s 
Subsidy Guide and on the Brandenburg State Investment Bank’s startup site. ( Bibliography p. 78). Many 
financiers support the Berlin-Brandenburg Business Plan Competition and will be happy to advise you. The 
BPW team will be happy to connect you with suitable experts from development banks free of charge.
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Key questions on the financial plan and financing (stage 3 onwards)

Profit and loss plan:

�	How will your turnover, expenditure and earnings grow?
�	When do you expect earnings and to what amount?
�	When will you break even? When will your business obtain profit and to what extent (profitability)?

Investment and write-downs plan:

�	Which investments will you make, when will you make them and what will be the size of the invest-
ment?

�	How much are the write-downs from each of your investments?

Liquidity plan:

�	How will your liquidity develop? Is your ability to make payments assured?
�	At which point will you begin to enjoy a surplus?
�	How will the payment periods (discounts) you have granted impact your liquidity?

Financing requirements:

�	How high are your business’s financing requirements arising from the liquidity plan?
�	How are your financing requirements spread across the three-year plan?
�	Which sources of financing (borrowed capital, equity) are available to you to cover your financial 

requirements?
�	When will you introduce capital to the business and from which sources?
�	Which business and financial risks arise from your concept and how would you like to counteract 

these?
�	Does the financial plan guarantee your business long-term stability?
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Description

The standard of the detailed presentation is above 
average and no room for outstanding issues is left 
open. In addition to the facts, background information, 
evidence or alternative scenarios have been produced.

The requirements have been met to a particularly 
thorough extent and no issues are left open.

The requirements have been completely fulfilled. Only 
a few issues remain open.

The most important aspects are presented in a co-
herent way. More information would be useful here or 
there.

The plan is presented in an essentially clear way. 
However, it is not entirely coherent. Some information 
is still missing.

The plan is presented in a clear way overall. Basic as-
pects are presented properly but greater depth, detail 
and coherence are required. 

The requirements are met for the most satisfactory 
part but the plan is not coherent enough. This aspect 
needs to be revised.

The presentation of the plan is clear in parts but there 
are gaps in the content and it is not coherently pre-
sented.

The aspect is not presented sufficient in clear detail. 
Key information and basic components are missing.

The aspect is not presented sufficient in clear detail. 
Key information and basic components are missing.

The plan has not been created according to require-
ments and no assessment can be made.

Brief assessment

outstanding

very good

good to very good

good

satisfactory to good

satisfactory

sufficient to satisfactory

sufficient

inadequate to sufficient

inadequate

unsatisfactory

Assessment

1+

1

2+

2

3+

3

4+

4

5+

5

6

EVALUATION SCALE



Product / services Stage 1 2 3

Is the product/service described in a way which can also be understood by 
non-specialists?

Is the USP which helps the product/service stand out from what the compe-
titors offer clearly presented in detail?

Is the client benefit clearly described? 

Is the target audience (potential clients) sufficiently defined?  

Is the development status of the product/service reflected (e.g. prototype,
market readiness, test clients, authorisations, permits, protecting the idea)? 

Is the added environmental and societal value of the products/services
clearly presented in detail?

Summary Stage 1 2 3

Does it include significant summarising statements on the following ...

... product/service?

... USP?

... client benefit?

... founders?

... target audiences?

... industry development?

... the added environmental and societal value of the business plan?

... capital requirements?

Were clear sustainability goals formulated for the business concept and
explained how compliance is ensured?

Is the summary concise and able to spark the reader’s interest?

Is the summary an appropriate length?

BPW PLAN
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
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Founders Stage 1 2 3

Are all team members introduced (name, age, education, CVs enclosed)?

Is it clear from the description of professional experience and/or education that 
the specialist expertise required for the planned startup project is in place 
(relevant educational history, relevant practical experience)?

Have you ensured the integration of business skills into the business 
(e. g. education, training, key figures, external solutions)?

Market analysis Stage 1 2 3

Has allocation to a market/industry taken place? 

Is the development of the industry (trend) described?  

Are the target audiences (potential clients) segmented and described based 
on suitable criteria (e.g. geographic, demographic, industry etc.)?

Are environmental and societal market requirements (client expectations, 
legislation etc.) reflected and taken into account?

Is the number of potential clients in the segment described estimated 
clearly?

Can the sales realistically and plausibly be extrapolated from the market 
analysis?

Is the competitive situation carefully analysed?

Are the statements backed up by reasonable sources?

Marketing Stage 1 2 3

Are the pricing considerations understandable? 

Is there a sufficient basis for plausible calculation of planned turnover 
(quantity x price)?  

Are the communications activities tailored to the target audiences?

Are additional communications activities planned with regard to sustainable 
business development 
(e.g. environmental advantages of the products/services)?

Are the selected sales channels clearly described?

Are the measures for market entry plausibly presented?
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Business and organisation Stage 1 2 3

Are all value-creating activities in the business (which earn money) clearly
described?

Are the most important functions in the business mentioned?

Are people assigned to these functions?

Is the personnel plan appropriate? 

Are the most significant milestones in the business’s development described?

Does the decision on location appear justified and understandable?

Are legal and ownership structures described transparently?

Are relevant areas of activity for sustainable business development described
clearly (e.g. environmental/sustainability management, employee identification
with the business, sustainability as part of the business culture and values)?

Financial plan and financing Stage 1 2 3

Is the profit and loss account presented clearly (planned turnover, workforce
expansion etc.)?

Is the liquidity plan clearly presented?

Are any gaps in financing (financial requirements from the liquidity plan)
properly determined and have opportunities to close it been presented?

Are the details of when capital will be supplied to the business and from
which sources plausibly presented?

Does the financing plan appear appropriate on the whole and does it offer
long-term stability for sustainable business development?

Overall impression Stage  1  2  3

Is the business plan clearly structured and formulated in a way which can 
also be understood by laypeople (structure, formulation, specialist termino-
logy, supporting graphics etc.)?

Does the business plan (design, layout, appropriate scope) appeal to the
reader?

Does the business plan appear coherent from a content perspective 
(client benefit, target audience, market segmentation, planned turnover etc.)?

Does the business plan reflect sustainable business development objectives?
(See the section on sustainable business development)
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BPW
CANVAS



Business Model Canvas

BPW CANVAS –  
THE BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS

© courtesy of Alexander osterwalder: www.strategyzer.com 

The business model canvas is a strategic management method of documenting and developing existing 
business models or generating new business models. It helps businesses coordinate their activities better 
and illustrate potential relationships at an early stage.

Your business model should always outline the key factors for the success of your business and take a 
holistic look at the success and risk factors for your startup (see the ‘Sustainable Business Development’ 
section, pages 16 and 17). A good presentation of your business model is the starting point for any analysis. 
It helps you understand your existing business and make comparisons. You can also discover potential areas 
for improvement or develop and investigate new business ideas in a systematic way. Your business model 
only makes sense in its entirety, which makes it very complex.

The canvas model with its nine components clearly presents four basic business areas on one page: your 
product/service, your clients, your infrastructure and finances. This makes your business idea tangible 
and enables a clear and focused discussion and adaptation. The visual impact breathes new life into your 
business model and makes group brainstorming easier.

The business model canvas works best when the nine components are printed on a large surface so that 
different people can present something on it together using Post-Its or text markers or discuss business 
model elements. Note down keywords on your considerations regarding each of the nine fields. The sticky 
notes let you develop your business model differently in the different areas. Formulate your thoughts in 
addition to the canvas on one to two pages per field using the key questions for the nine parts. This helps 
others understand your keywords from the canvas and build up a picture of your business plan.

Key
partnerships

Key
activities

Client
relationships

Key
resources Channels

Client
segments

Value
proposition

Cost structure Sources of income
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In addition to the canvas, describe your thoughts on one or two pages per field using the key questions for 
the nine components. In this way, third parties can understand your keywords from the canvas and get an 
idea of your business concept.

Start your additional explanations with an overview. It serves the reader as a summary of your explanations 
and should contain a short summary of the nine segments. End your presentation with an outlook. Provide 
a short overview of where you want to be with your company in three to five years’ time.

The overview and outlook can only be found in the additional explanations (textual explanations in addition 
to the canvas).

The nine components to consider consist of four areas which comprise the business model: 

� What?  Which product/service am I providing? Which client needs am I fulfilling and where is 
the benefit to my client? 

� Who?   Who are my clients? And how do I reach them? What do my client relationships look 
like? Which other groups (politics, associations etc.) have an impact on my success?

� How?  How does my business make this happen? What is needed to make it happen?
�  How much? What is my business’s income? Which costs are incurred?

When working on the canvas, you should follow a certain order for the nine components. The following list 
and explanation of the individual canvas components are based on this improved procedure.

Key Question
To make it easier to work on the individual canvas fields, key questions have been allocated to each of 
the nine components described. These key questions should act as a guide.

Assessment criteria (from p. 64)
When drawing up your business plan, you should ensure that you are dealing with all points 
mentioned. Please note that all assessment criteria must be fulfilled for every cycle.
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What?

Value Proposition
Your product and/or service should solve client problems or satisfy client needs. This ‘value proposition’ 
is the reason why a client decides whether or not to choose your business. If your value proposition also 
offers a societal benefit (e.g. saving energy), this increases its appeal and marketability. The product and/ 
or service may also consist of various packages which are based on the needs of specific client segments. 
Your product and/or service can be innovative and offer something completely new. However, it may also 
resemble other products/services available on the market. Yet it must then have at least one additional 
feature – what is known as a USP (unique selling point). The client benefit may be quantitative (e.g. price, 
speed of performance etc.) or qualitative (e.g. user friendliness, environmental friendliness, design etc.).

Key questions on value proposition:

�	Which product and service packages do you offer your client segment and how do these differ from 
the competition?

�	Which client needs do you fulfil?
�	Which problems do you help solve with your product/service?
�	What exactly is the client benefit?
�	How can the client benefit be enhanced by aspects of sustainability?

Who?
You describe your market and clients in this segment. Precise client segmentation is a prerequisite for the 
successful development of client relationships. The chosen communications and sales channels play a key 
role in this. The required market analysis also includes a description of competitors. 

Client Segments
This puts the client at the heart of your business model. Every business serves one or more client segments. 
Divide the different client groups into different segments, depending on their needs, behaviours or other 
characteristics.

You must consciously decide on specific client segments you wish to focus on and/or ignore. You can use 
this basis to aim for and develop a deeper understanding of special client requirements When doing so, 
keep the development of your target market in mind and analyse the market, the clients and the compet-
itors for your product and/or service. This allows you to estimate and determine the market potential for 
your business plan.

 more on the product/service on p. 24
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Key questions on the client segments:
�	Who are your key clients?
�	How is the market structured (clients, rivals, trends, e.g. technological, environmental, social and 

economic)?
�	Who are the most important competitors?
�	How can a competitive advantage be achieved by taking into account principles of sustainability such 

as energy efficiency, health compatibility or Fair Trade?
 

    

Client Relationships
You have client relationships with each individual client segment. Obtain clarity regarding the nature of 
your client relationships. Depending on the strategy, a client relationship can have different motives (e.g. 
acquisition, maintenance or increasing sales).

Key questions on client relationships:

�	What kind of relationship suits your client segment, the product/service you offer and your strategy?
�	What are your clients’ expectations with regard to environmental and social aspects?
�	How cost-intensive are the client relationships?
�	How can they be integrated into your business model?

 

Channels
Describe how you would like to appeal to and reach your clients in order to sell your product and/or service. 
In doing so, so you must distinguish between communications and sales channels. These channels are the 
interface between you and your clients and an important prerequisite for client satisfaction.

Key questions on channels:

�	Which communications and sales channels would you like to use to reach your clients?
�	Can you open up new channels by integrating aspects of sustainability?
�	How cost-intensive are the channels?
�	How can these channels be integrated into your business and your client workflows?
�	Which work best?

More on target audiences on p. 25 
market segmentation on p. 31

more on communications and sales 
policy on p. 35

more on communications and sales 
policy on p. 35
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How?
Focus on the organisation of your business in this segment. Only when you have determined the most im-
portant activities in the startup and development stage of your business can you determine which resources 
you require. As you do not usually carry out all activities yourself, you should build a network of partners. 
The description of these key partnerships is also part of this segment.

Key Activities
In the Key Activities module, you describe all essential activities that your company needs to perform in 
order for it to operate successfully. This includes the development of the product and/or the services as 
well as communication, sales and financial controlling.

Key questions on key activities:

�	Which key activities does your business require in the different areas?
�	Does an environmental and socially responsible focus produce opportunities (quality, supply guaran-

tee, reputation etc.)?
�	Which activities do you perform yourself? Which would you like to work together with partners on?
�	What does the implementation roadmap look like before and after the business has been started? 
 

Key Resources
The key resources describe the key elements you need for your business model to work: creating your value 
proposition, serving markets, relationships with client segments, generating income. Different key resources 
are required depending on your type of business model. These can be of a physical, financial, intellectual 
or human nature and can belong to you, be leased or be acquired by key partners. 

Carefully consider the location you choose and which location factors matter to you too. You also deter-
mine the legal form of your business and the areas of responsibility for members. Please enclose CVs and 
references so that the reader of your business plan can build up a picture of the available and required 
skills in your business.

Key questions on key resources:

�	Which key resources does your business require in the different areas?
�	To what extent does a clear focus on sustainability ensure the acquisition of key resources (e.g. em-

ployees, investors, market partners)?�	Which location factors are important to your business?
�	What is the legal form of your future business?
�	Who assumes which tasks in the business and are the skills of the people involved described ade-

quately and demonstrated (enclose CVs)?

more on the implementation roadmap 
on p. 42

more on the legal forms/location on p. 42
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Key Partnerships
Describe your supplier and partner network, which could have an impact on the success of your business. 
Various kinds of partnerships may arise: strategic partnerships, cooperations, joint ventures, buyer-sup-
plier relationship. There may be very different motivations behind these partnerships too: improvements 
and economies of scale, reducing risks and uncertainties and acquiring specific resources and activities.

Key questions on key partnerships:

�	Who are your key partners?
�	Which key resources do you procure from your partners?
�	Which key activities do your partners perform?
�	Which partners can you assist in the implementation of sustainability requirements?  

(e.g. associations/research institutions)

How many?
This segment describes all financial issues relating to the business. Business costs appear opposite sources 
of income. To help the person reading your business plan understand the figures shown, create a financial 
plan and enclose it.

Sources of income
All earnings you draw from your client segments are sources of income. The question of the amount each 
individual client segment is willing to pay is the key question. Each source of income may have different 
pricing mechanisms, such as fixed list prices, negotiation, auctions, depending on the market, depending 
on volumes. The sources of income may be transactions from a single client contact or continuing repeat 
payments. 

Additional sources for covering the financing requirement may include financing from family and friends, 
bank loans and subsidies.

Key questions on sources of income:

�	What is the financing like, even before revenues are generated from customer income?
�	Have you drawn up a plan?
�	What is the maximum cost of the product and/or service? What amount are your customers willing 

to pay? What is your pricing strategy?
�	Does the sustainable orientation of your business model allow better access to revenue sources (e.g. 

higher willingness of customers to pay)? If so, which ones?
�	How much does each revenue source contribute to the total revenue?

more on key partnerships on p. 28

more on financial plan and financing on p. 44
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Cost Structure
Describe all costs incurred when implementing your business model. The value propositions, key partners, 
key resources and key activities components are all associated with costs. Lower costs are more important 
for some business models than for others. That’s why we differentiate between cost-driven and valuedriven 
business models.

Key questions on cost structure:

�	What are the key costs associated with your business model?
�	Which key resources and activities are most expensive?
�	How can savings be achieved through efficient and environmentally friendly procedures or measures, 

such as in consumption of resources or recycling? 
 
 
 
 

 
 
© courtesy of Alexander Osterwalder:  
www.strategyzer.com

more on the financial plan and financing on p. 44
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In addition to the canvas, describe your thoughts on one or two pages per field using the guiding questions 
for the nine components.

For an overview of your canvas, please submit your explanations. Schedule one to two A4 pages per seg-
ment to describe each segment in more detail. Describe your business model as follows:

Overview:
The overview serves the reader as a summary of your explanations. The overview is a component of your 
explanations and should contain a short summary of the nine segments. 

An investor always looks at the summary first; he usually only scans it. The quality of the summary alone 
will hardly persuade a decision-maker to finance your project. However, it can convince him not to do 
so! By a clear and conclusive representation of your project in a few sentences you prove your expertise. 
Therefore, take particular care when preparing the summary, because the quality of your summary deter-
mines whether your further remarks will also be read. Ask yourself whether you have really filtered out 
the essence of your business concept and formulated it concisely and precisely. Subject your summary to a 
critical review, especially if any components of the concept change or are added. Summarise your overview 
on one or two pages. 

Outlook: 
In the Outlook you describe shortly where you want to be with your company in three to five years. In the 
Outlook, you should include your comments from the nine fields and, weighing up the opportunities and 
risks, show comprehensibly how you want to achieve your mission or vision within five years. With a realistic 
and convincing presentation of your objectives, you will be able to collect donors, partners and customers 
to accompany you on your further journey. 

Summarise your outlook on one or two pages.

formulate your thoughts in addition to the canvas on one to two pages per field using the key ques-
tions for the nine parts. 

	� Value Proposition
	� Customer Segments
	� Customer Relationships
	� Channels
	� Key Activities

	� Key Resources
	� Key Partnerships
	� Revenue Streams
	� Cost Structure
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EVALUATION SCALE

DescriptionBrief assessmentAssessment

The standard of the detailed presentation is above 
average and no room for outstanding issues is le open. 
In addition to the facts, background information, evi-
dence or alternative scenarios have been produced.

The requirements have been met to a particularly 
thorough extent and no issues are le open.

The requirements have been completely fullled. Only a 
few issues remain open.

The most important aspects are presented in a co-
herent way. More information would be useful here or 
there.

The plan is presented in an essentially clear way. 
However, it is not entirely coherent. Some information 
is still missing.

The plan is presented in a clear way overall. Basic as-
pects are presented properly but greater depth, detail 
and coherence are required.

The requirements are met for the most satisfactory 
part but the plan is not coherent enough. This aspect 
needs to be revised.

The presentation of the plan is clear in parts but there 
are gaps in the content and it is not coherently pre-
sented.

The aspect is not presented suicient in clear detail. Key 
information and basic components are missing.

The aspect is not presented suicient in clear detail. Key 
information and basic components are missing.

The plan has not been created according to require-
ments and no assessment can be made.

outstanding

very good

good to very good

good

satisfactory to good

satisfactory

sufficient to satisfactory

sufficient

inadequate to sufficient

inadequate

unsatisfactory

1+

1

2+

2

3+

3

4+

4

5+

5

6



BPW CANVAS
ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

Overview

	� Do the essential aspects of ideas, plans, market and goals emerge concisely and comprehen-
sibly from the summary?� �
	� Has the Canvas business model been clearly structured overall and prepared in a way that is 

understandable and clear even for non-experts?
	� Does the business concept appear coherent in terms of content? Does the business concep 

reflect the goals of sustainable corporate development?
	� Does the Canvas business model appeal to the reader as a whole (visual presentation, scope, 

readability/understandability)?

WHAT? 

Value Proposition

	� Is the product/service described in a way which can also be understood by non-specialists?

	� Is the client benefit clearly described?

	� Is the added environmental and societal value clearly presented in detail?

WHO? 

Client Segments

	� Are the most important clients segmented and described based on suitable criteria to ensure 
the most promising client groups?
	� Are the products allocated client segments and are they assigned to a market? �
	� Is the competitive situation realistically and comprehensibly analysed using methods?
	� Are clients’ financial, environmental and social requirements reflected?



Client Relationships

	� Are the relationships with the client segments and the costs thereof clearly described?
	� Is the integration of the relationships and client requirements into the business model clearly presen-

ted?

Channels

	� Are the communications and sales channels tailored to the clients?

	� Is the integration of the channels into the business and client workflows presented clearly?

HOW? 

Key Activities

	� Are the key activities described clearly and allocated to people?�
	� Are aspects of sustainability taken into account in the key activities?
	� Is it explained why these activities are so important for this business model? �
	� Are the most significant milestones in the business’s development described?

Key Resources

	� Are the key resources clearly described?�
	� Is it shown how taking into account environmental and societal sustainability can aid the
	� acquisition of key resources (employees, market partners etc.)?
	� Has a location been chosen?
	� Has a legal form been clearly selected?
	� Is it clearly shown who is taking on which duties in the team and/or looking after which key 

resources?



Key Partnerships

	� Are the key partners named?
	� Is the reason why there are key partners and how they can contribute to success described?
	� Are additional partners relevant to success (research, associations, politics etc.) taken into ac-

count alongside key partners (clients, suppliers etc.)?

	� Are activities allocated to the partners?

HOW MANY? 

Sources of income

	� Are the key resources clearly described?
	� Are the pricing considerations clear and have the prices been validated, e.g. through a survey?

Cost Structure

	� Are all costs plausibly presented?
	� Are potential cost savings illustrated by efficient, risk-reducing or environmentally friendly-

procedures and measures?

Overall Impression 

	� Does the canvas model (design, layout, appropriate scope) appeal to the reader?
	� Does the business plan appear coherent from a content perspective (client benefit, target 

audience, market segmentation etc.)?
	� Does the canvas model reflect sustainable business development objectives?

Outlook 

	� Is the objective (3-5 years) described comprehensibly?
	� Are the opportunities and risks assessed and explained realisticallly
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INVESTITIONSBANK BERLIN (IBB)

THE BPW NETWORK  

Service offer for Berlin!

�	The financial support of promising business 
ideas

�	The support of new, innovative technologies
�	The creation and safeguarding of high-quality 

permanent jobs

These are three central concerns of Investitionsbank 
Berlin.

Especially important: We want to make you fit for the 
future! That is why we organize the Berlin-Branden-
burg Business Plan Competition. In addition, a wide 
range of regional, national and European business 
development services are available to you.

You want to start a business? "Berlin Start", our special 
program for start-ups, with loans of up to 250,000 
euros is your first choice. If your financing needs are 
not so great, but you want the process to be quick 
and unbureaucratic, our microloans of up to 25,000 
euros are a good option for you. Last but not least, 
we offer grants as initial start-up financing through 
the "GründungsBONUS" program.

For established companies in the growth phase, 
IBB offers the "Berlin Kredit" program in addition 
to other products. This primarily provides funding 
for small and medium-sized companies that are 
already established in the market, as well as 
for freelancers. However, IBB also has suitable 
products available if companies have temporary 
liquidity problems and need to stabilize.

Service and cooperations
In addition, IBB supports numerous institutions that 
contribute to Berlin's economic development. These 
include, for example, IBB Business Team GmbH, 
where IBB's coaching and consulting services are 
bundled.

Investitionsbank Berlin (IBB)
Customer service business development
Bundesallee 210 | 10719 Berlin
Phone: +49 (0) 30 2125-4747 
Email: wirtschaft@ibb.de
Website: www.ibb.de
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INVESTITIONSBANK DES LANDES BRANDENBURG (ILB)
Those who would like to become self-employed in 
Brandenburg with a business idea will not be left 
alone in the process of realisation. We support with 
free advice, qualification offers and financial support:

�	Qualification and further training for setting up 
a business

�	 (Further) development of the business model 
�	Financing of operating resources (e.g. rent, 

warehouse) 
�	Investment in business premises (e.g. acquisi-

tion, conversion and expansion)
�	Investment in operating equipment (e.g. office 

equipment, production facilities)
�	 Financing of personnel expenses and person-

nel development 
�	Introduction and further development of inno-

vations (products, services, technologies)
�	 Research and development
�	Internationalisation (e.g. participation in trade 

fairs, consulting for market development)
�	Company takeovers (company succession)
�	Measures to increase energy efficiency
�	Financing with equity capital (venture capital

The ILB offers customised funding and financing 
options in the form of grants, loans, guarantees 
and venture capital.

In addition to financial support, our business start-up 
initiatives Business Plan Competition Berlin-Branden-
burg (BPW) and German Start-up and Entrepreneur 
Days (deGUT) offer support in the development of 
business concepts, knowledge and advice on the 
subject of business start-ups, as well as an extensive 
network in Brandenburg..

We provide comprehensive advice free of 
charge!
Regional funding advisors are personally available 
to answer questions about business start-up fund-
ing and work with future self-employed people 
to develop customised financing concepts for the 
foundation and development of their business:

Region north: Cornelia Malinowski
Email: cornelia.malinowski@ilb.de 

Region south: Heinrich Weißhaupt
Email: heinrich.weisshaupt@ilb.de

Region east: Juliane Willauschus
Email: juliane.willauschus@ilb.de

Region west: Antje Rißling
Email: dietmar.koske@ilb.de

Center region: Dietmar Koske
Email: dietmar.koske@ilb.de

Center region: Sebastian Giersch
Email: sebastian.giersch@ilb.de

Head of the funding advice: Tilo Hönisch
Email: tilo.hoenisch@ilb.de

Investitionsbank des Landes Brandenburg (ILB)
Funding Advice
Babelsberger Straße 21 | 14473 Potsdam
Phone: +49 (0) 331 660 22 11
Email: beratung@ilb.de
Website: www.ilb.de
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Want to avoid hanging around in frustrating queues? We’ve got the right contact for you. Get to 
know BPW’s premium and other partners, who we introduce on the following pages:

Berliner Sparkasse

Alexanderplatz 2 | 10178 Berlin

Contact:  Dr. Christian Segal
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 869 647 20
Email:  christian.segal@berliner-sparkasse.de
Website:  www.berliner-sparkasse.de

Berliner Volksbank eG
Start-up Center Berlin

Bundesallee 210 | 10719 Berlin

Contact: Tobias Ahrens
Phone:   +49 (0) 30 306 311 80
Email: gruendercenter@berliner-volksbank.de
Website: www.berliner-volksbank.de

Berliner Volksbank eG
Start-up Center Potsdam

Friedrich-Ebert-Str. 115 | 14467 Potsdam

Contact:  Ewa Andrzejuk-Nölte
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 306 311 81
Email:  gruendercenterbrandenburg@berliner- 
 volksbank.de
Website:  www.berliner-volksbank.de

BürgschaftsBank Berlin

Franklinstraße 6 | 10587 Berlin 

Contact:   Michael Wowra
Phone: +49 (0) 30 311 004 0
Email: info@buergschaftsbank.berlin
Website: www.buergschaftsbank.berlin 
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EXIST – Existenzgründungen  
aus der Wissenschaft
Projektträger Jülich
Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH
Postfach 61 02 47 | 10923 Berlin

Phone:  +49 (0) 30 201 994 11
EMail:  info@exist.de
Website:   www.exist.de 

Industrie- und Handelskammer  
Berlin 

Fasanenstraße 85 | 10623 Berlin

Contact: Jana Pintz
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 315 105 82
Email:  jana.pintz@berlin.ihk.de

Industrie- und Handelskammern
in Berlin-Brandenburg

Industrie- und Handelskammer  
Ostbrandenburg
Regionalcenter Berliner Umland

Friedrichstraße 73 | 15537 Erkner

Contact:   Dr. Thomas Kühne
Phone: +49 (0) 3362 88 87 910
Mobile:  +49 (0) 160 90 53 37 59
Email: kuehne@ihk-ostbrandenburg.de
Website: www.ihk-ostbrandenburg.de

Industrie- und Handelskammern
in Berlin-Brandenburg

Industrie- und Handelskammer  
Cottbus

Mittelstraße 5 | 12529 Schönefeld

Contact: Cornelia Bewernick
Phone:  +49 (0) 355 3653 100
Email:  cornelia.bewernick@cottbus.ihk.de
Website:  www.cottbus.ihk.de

Industrie- und Handelskammern
in Berlin-Brandenburg
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Industrie- und Handelskammer 
Potsdam 

Breite Straße 2a–c | 14467 Potsdam

Contact: Andreas Lehmann
Phone: +49 (0) 331 278 61 67
Email: andreas.lehmann@ihk-potsdam.de
Website: www.ihk-potsdam.de

Industrie- und Handelskammern
in Berlin-Brandenburg

Mittelbrandenburgische Sparkasse
Firmenkunden und Existenzgründung 

Saarmunder Straße 61 | 14459 Potsdam

Contact:    Uwe Bräuning
Phone: +49 (0) 331 893 70 10
Email: uwe.braeuning@mbs.de
Website: www.mbs.de 
Blog:  www.mbs.de/blog
Facebook: www.facebook.com/mbs.de
Instagram: mittelbrandenburgische.spk.mb
XING:  www.xing.com/companies/
 mittelbrandenburgischesparkasse
LinkedIn:  www.linkedin.com/company/
 mittelbrandenburgische-sparkasse

KfW
Infocenter

Phone:    0800 539 9001 *
*  Free service number

Email:  Infocenter@kfw.de 
Website:  www.kfw.de

Siemens AG 

Nonnendammallee 101 | 13629 Berlin

Website:  www.siemens.de
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WISTA Mangement GmbH 

Rudower Chaussee 29 | 12489 Berlin

Contact:   Tobias Kirschnick
Phone: +49 (0) 30 639 260 00
Email: kirschnick@wista.de
Website: www.wista.de

Unternehmensverbände 
Berlin-Brandenburg (UVB)

Am Schillertheater 2 | 10625 Berlin

Contact:   Madlen Dietrich
Phone: +49 (0) 30 310 052 06
Email: madlen.dietrich@uvb-online.de
Website: www.uvb-online.de

UVB
UNTERNEHMENSVERBÄNDE
B E R L I N - B R A N D E N B U R G
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Berlin Partner für Wirtschaft  
und Technologie GmbH 

Fasanenstraße 85 | 10623 Berlin 

Phone: +49 (0) 30 463 025 00 
Email:  info@berlin-partner.de 
Website: www.berlin-partner.de

Brandenburg Kapital GmbH 

Babelsberger Straße 21 | 14473 Potsdam

Contact:   Markus Barnickel, Thilo Neu
Phone: +49 (0) 331 660 1697
Phone: +49 (0) 331 660 1767
Email:  markus.barnickel@ilb.de 

thilo.neu@ilb.de 
Website: www.brandenburg-kapital.de

Deutsche Bank AG 

Wexstraße 1 | 10825 Berlin

Contact:  Kerstin Kaufmannn
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 310 728 50
Email:  kerstin.kaufmann@db.com 

Die Deutsche Bank unterstützt Gründer:in-
nen: https://www.deutsche-bank.de/ub/
ihre-unternehmensphase/gruenden.html

Nachfolge regeln mit der Unterstützung 
der Deutschen Bank: 
https://www.deutsche-bank.de/ub/
ihre-unternehmensphase/nachfol-
ge-regeln.html

Funding programs for start-ups,
microenterprises and KMU  

Bundesallee 210 | 10719 Berlin 

Email: info@ibb-business-team.de
Website: www.ibb-business-team.de 
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IBB Ventures  
 
Bundesallee 210 | 10719 Berlin 

Contact:   Rayk Reitenbach 
Phone: +49 (0) 30 2125 3201
Email: info@ibbventures.de 
Website: www.ibb-ventures.de

Wirtschaftsförderung Brandenburg 
(WFBB)

Friedrich-Engels-Straße 103 | 14473 Potsdam
 
Contact:   Ulrike Wohlert
Phone:  +49 (0) 331 704 457 29 36 
Email:  ulrike.wohlert@wfbb.de
Website:  www.wfbb.de
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Where are many business ideas developed? On the following pages you will find an overview of the start-
up centres at Berlin and Brandenburg universities:

ASH Berlin
Career Service  

Janusz-Korczak-Straße 8 (Raum H 206) | 12627 Berlin

Contact:   Dr. Hans-Jürgen Lorenz
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 992 45 155
Email:  careerservice@ash-berlin.eu
Website:  https://www.ash-berlin.eu/

bbw Hochschule - University of 
Applied Sciences
Wagner-Régeny-Straße 21 | 12489 Berlin

Contact:   Christian Grosser
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 509 302 530
Email:  info@bbw-startups.de
Website: www.bbw-startups.de

BHT Startup Hub

Residenzstraße 37 | 13409 Berlin

Contact:  Bastian Behrmann, Adam Formanek,  
 Stefan Godskesen
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 450 471 70 
 +49 (0) 30 450 471 20
Email:  gruenden@bht-berlin.de
Website:    www.bht-berlin.de/startup

BSP Business and Law School

Calandrellistraße 1-9 | 12247 Berlin

Contact:   Aljoscha Heyland
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 766 837 52 21
Email:   aljoscha.heyland@businesss-

chool-berlin.de
Website: www.businessschool-berlin.de

PUSH
Gründerzentrum der
bbw Hochschule
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Start-up service

Haus 4 – Raum 3.01
Kiepenheuerallee 5 | 14469 Potsdam

Email: gruendungsservice@fh-potsdam.de
Phone: +49 (0) 331 580 20 33
Website: https://www.fh-potsdam.de

BTU startHUB

Siemens-Halske-Ring 2 | 03046 Cottbus  
 
Contact:  Dr. Viktor Zakar
Phone:  +49 (0) 355 693 685
Email:  gruendungsservice@b-tu.de
Website: www.b-tu.de

Charité BIH Innovation

Charitéplatz 1 | 10117 Berlin

Contact:  Marcus Luther
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 450 570 248 
Email:  marcus.luther@charite.de
Website: https://www.bihealth.org

Start-up service 

Visitors address: 
Logenhaus (LH), Room K05, 
Logenstraße 11 | 15230 Frankfurt (Oder)
Post address:
Große Scharrnstraße 59
15230 Frankfurt (Oder)

Contact:  Dr. Ramona Alt
Phone:  +49 (0) 335 553 459 26
Email:  gruenden@europa-uni.de
Website:   www.europa-uni.de
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Profund Innovation 

Altensteinstraße 40 | 14195 Berlin

Contact:  Aneta Bärwolf 
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 838 736 34 
Email profund@fu-berlin.de
Website:  www.fu-berlin.de/sites/profund

CompetenceCenter for 
Entrepreneurship & SMEs

Bismarckstraße 107 | 10625 Berlin

Contact:   Prof. Dr. Holger Wassermann
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 208 987 581
Email: holger.wassermann@fom.de
Website:  www.fom.de

Start-up service 

Schicklerstraße 5 | 16225 Eberswalde

Contact:   Robert Schmidt, Kathleen Bubnow M. A.
Phone:  +49 (0) 3334 657 458
Email:  gruendungszentrum@hnee.de
Website:   www.hnee.de

Start-up service

Marlene-Dietrich-Allee 11 | 14482 Potsdam

Contact:   Jörn Krug
Phone:  +49 (0) 331 620 22 56
Email: gruendungsservice@filmuniversitaet.de
Website:  www.filmuniversitaet.de
 www.move-ideenfest.de

Startup Incubator Berlin

Rohrdamm 88 | 13629 Berlin

Phone:  +49 (0) 308 771 699
Email:  gruendungszentrum@hwr-berlin.de 
Website: www.startup-incubator.berlin
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Humboldt Startupservice

Luisenstraße 53 | 10117 Berlin

Contact:   Diana Matz-Wassenberg
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 2093 707 66
Email: diana.matz@hu-berlin.de

Contact:  Katharina Heinrich
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 209 370 765 
Email: katharina.heinrich@humboldt-innovation.de
Website: www.humboldt-innovation.de

HTWStartup

Treskowallee 8 | 10318 Berlin

Contact:  Sarah Mareike Lüking, Startup & Innovation
 Center (SIC), Prof. Dr. Heike Marita Hölzner, 
 Ideas in Action
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 501 933 84  
 +49 (0) 501 925 19
Email: startup@htw-berlin.de
 heikemaritahoelzner@htw-berlin.de

ISM International School of  
Management GmbH
Nonprofit Organization 

Hauptstraße 27 | 10827 Berlin

Ansprechpartner: Prof. Dr. Antonios Koursovitis
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 315 193 511
Email:  antonios.koursovitis@ism.de
Internet:   https://ism.de/ 

SRH Start-up Lab 

Ernst-Reuter-Platz 10 | 10587 Berlin

Contact:   Sinje Peulings
Phone:  +49 (0) 40 334 656 422
Email:  sinje.peulings@srh.de
Website:  www.srh-berlin.de
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Start-up Campus

Magdeburger Straße 50 | 14770 Brandenburg  
an der Havel

Phone:  +49 (0) 3381 355 122
Email:  gruendung@th-brandenburg.de
Website:  www.gruendung.th-brandenburg.de/

Centre for Entrepreneurship

Hardenbergstr. 38 | 10623 Berlin

Phone:  +49 (0) 30 314 796 41
Email: info@gruendung.tu-berlin.de
Website:  www.tu.berlin/entrepreneurship

Startup Center 

Hochschulring 1 | 15745 Wildau

Contact:   Rafael Kugel und Demis Mohr
Phone:  +49 (0) 3375 508 622  
 +49 (0) 3375 508 744
Email:  rafel.kugel@th-wildau.de 
 demis.mohr@th-wildau.de

Potsdam Transfer

August-Bebel-Str. 89 | 14482 Potsdam

Contact:    Johannes Zier
Phone: +49 (0) 331 977 1720
Email: johannes.zier@uni-potsdam.de
Website: www.uni-potsdam.de/potsdam-transfer

Career & Transfer Service Center 

Einsteinufer 43–53 | 10587 Berlin

Contact:   Venessa Alice Tanović
Phone:  +49 (0) 30 318 520 64
Email: career@intra.udk-berlin.de
Website:  www.udk-berlin.de

DesignFarmBerlin 
Design in Tech Accelerator 

Bühringstraße 20 | 13086 Berlin

Phone:  +49 (0) 30 477 054 10
Email: info@designfarmberlin.de
Website: www.designfarmberlin.com
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Arbeitsförderungsgesellschaft Premnitz mbH

Internet: www.afp.standort-premnitz.de 

APRIL Stiftung – Zur Förderung 
unternehmerischen Denkens

Internet:  www.aprilstiftung.de

Berliner Beratungsdienst e. V. (bbd) 

Internet: www.bbdev.de

Berlinstartup

Internet: www.berlinstartup.de

Bundesverband Deutsche Startups e. V.

Internet: www.startupverband.de

Business Angels Club Berlin-Brandenburg

Internet:  www.bacb.de

City of Talents

Internet: www.city-of-talents.de

Deutsches Patent- und Markenamt 

Internet: www.dpma.de

enterability

Internet: www.erlin.enterability.de

Deutscher Franchise Verband 

Internet: www.franchiseverband.com

BLOK O

Internet:  www.blok-o.de 

Handwerkskammer Cottbus 

Internet: www.hwk-cottbus.de

Handwerkskammer Frankfurt (Oder)  
Region Ostbrandenburg 

Internet: www.hwk-ff.de

IP Institut für Personalmanagement GmbH 

Internet: www.institut-ip.de

Handwerkskamme Berlin

Internet: www.hwk-berlin.de

Gründen in Potsdam 

Internet: www.gruenden-in-potsdam.de

.garage Berlin

Internet: www.andersberater.de/en

Für Gründer

Internet: www.fuer-gruender.de

Akelei e. V.  

Internet: www.akelei-online.de

Gründerinnenzentrale 

Internet: www.gruenderinnenzentrale.de

Gründen in Brandenburg

Internet: www.gruenden-in-brandenburg.de

IHK Projektgesellschaft mbH Ostbrandenburg 

Internet: www.ihk-projekt.de

Coworking Oderbruch 

Internet: www.coworking-oderbruch.de

Kreativ Kultur Berlin

Internet:  www.kreativkultur.berlin/de/erklaerung
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LAUF e. V.

Internet: www.lauf-ev.de

Landkreis Elbe-Elster

Internet: www.lkee.de

Marketing-Club Potsdam e. V. 

Internet: www.marketingclub-potsdam.de

Leibniz Gemeinschaft

Internet: www.leibniz-gemeinschaft.de

media.net berlinbrandenburg e. V.

Internet: www.medianet-bb.de

Mediatech Hub | Accelerator Babelsberg 
Internet: www.mth-potsdam.de/accelerator

Medienboard Berlin-Brandenburg GmbH 

Internet: www.medienboard.de

REG Regionalentwicklungsgesellschaft
Nordwestbrandenburg mbH

Internet: www.reg-nordwestbrandenburg.de

SIBB - Verband der Software-, Informations- und  
Kommunikations-Industrie in Berlin und Brandenburg e. V.

Internet: www.sibb.de

Science & Startups 

Internet: www.science-startups.berlin

Social Impact gGmbH

Internet: www.socialimpact.eu 

Standortmanagement Golm GmbH 
Internet:  www.potsdam-sciencepark.de 

Ihre Steuerberater – Experten die sich lohnen

Internet: www.expertendiesichlohnen.de

STIC Wirtschaftsfördergesellschaft 
Märkisch-Oderland mbH

Internet:  www.stic.de

SWOT Controlling GmbH

Internet: www.swot.de

Gründen in PM

Internet: www.gruenden.pm

Technologie- und Gewerbezentrum 
Prignitz GmbH

Internet: www.tgz-prignitz.de 

Technologiestiftung Berlin

Internet:  www.technologiestiftung-berlin.de

Thinkfarm - Coworking in Eberswalde

Internet: www.thinkfarm-eberswalde.de

VdU Verband deutscher Unternehmerinnen

Internet: www.vdu.de

WeiberWirtschaft eG

Internet: www.weiberwirtschaft.de

Wirtschaftsregion Westbrandenburg

Internet: www.wirtschaftsregionwestbrandenburg.de
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